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FULLERTON COUNCIL
TERMINATES
CITY MANAGER
ON SPLIT VOTE
by Matthew Leslie
The city of Fullerton has terminated
the contract of City Manager Ken
Domer effective 5pm, April 27. During
a 4pm special meeting, Fullerton’s City
Council removed Domer from his job
on a 3 to 2 vote, with Mayor Bruce
Whitaker, Mayor Pro Tem Nick Dunlap,
and Council member Fred Jung voting
in the affirmative, and Council members
Ahmad Zahra and Jesus Silva voting
against it.
In a statement read following the 1
hour and 40 minute closed-session
meeting, City Attorney Dick Jones
reported the vote to remove Domer, as
well as the unanimous vote in favor of
the terms of his separation agreement
from the city of Fullerton. Jones also
reported that, with a 4 to 1 vote, Ahmad
Zahra dissenting, the Council extended
an offer to Steve Danley to serve as
Acting City Manager. If he accepts,
Danley would be officially appointed to
the post during the Council’s next regular meeting on May 4.

Love Fullerton: Members of Scout Troop 92 participate in the annual Love Fullerton city-wide serve day on April 24.
For more on this, see page 6. PHOTO BY JESSE LA TOUR
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See City Manager, Page 3

As New Parking Regulations Impact Those
Living in RVs, Nonprofits Conduct Outreach
By Jesse La Tour
Fullerton City Council unanimously
approved new parking regulations at
their April 20 meeting, which will affect
Valencia Drive between Raymond
Avenue and State College Boulevard.
This stretch of road is where many people living in their RVs have been parking.
The new regulations were created to
deal not just with RVs, but also large
commercial trucks and cars from a nearby auto body shop parked illegally in
this industrial area. All of these have led
to complaints from nearby business

owners. Fullerton’s Deputy Director of
Community
and
Economic
Development, Kellee Fritzal said, “The
issue of RVs on Valencia and Walnut has
been expanding, and the concerns of
trash, hazardous materials, and safety is
increasing. In addition, the adjacent
property owners are frustrated with the
situation.”
Over the past several weeks, the City
has partnered with local non-profits and
faith groups to provide outreach services
to those living in RVs prior to the regulations taking effect on May 1.
See RV Parking, Page 5

Sign up for
Your Vaccine
All vaccination sites require an
appointment to enter. No walk-ins
are permitted. Everyone is encouraged to register and inquire through
all available resources. Go to the
California Vaccine scheduling site
at: myturn.ca.gov.
Or, for Othena, go to these sites:
• English
othena.com
• Español - Spanish
othena.com/?lang=es
• Tiếng Việt - Vietnamese
othena.com/?lang=vi
• 한국어 - Korean
othena.com/?lang=ko

COVID-19 UPDATE by Matthew Leslie
County Resumes Use of
Johnson & Johnson Vaccine
The county of Orange has announced
that it will resume making appointments
for the single shot Johnson & Johnson
COVID-19 vaccination in OC following
the lifting of a temporary pause in its use
over concerns about blood clotting in
women, primarily those between the
ages of 18 and 49. Use of the Pfizer and
Moderna vaccines, each requiring a
two-shot regimen, have continued in OC
without interruption. Appointments are
available to anyone age 16 and over who
lives or works in OC.
The Centers for Disease Control
(CDC)
and
Food
and
Drug
Administration (FDA) implemented the
pause on April 13 because six women,
most under the age of 50, out of over 6.8
million recipients of the J&J vaccine
later developed blood clots. Nine more

cases were eventually discovered; three
of the women died. The CDC wrote:
“Reports of adverse events following
the use of J&J/Janssen vaccine suggest
an increased risk of a rare adverse event
called thrombosis with thrombocytopenia syndrome (TTS). Nearly all reports
of this serious condition, which involves
blood clots with low platelets, have been
in adult women younger than 50 years
old.”
Later in April, the CDC and FDA both
recommended that the use of the J&J
vaccine resume because its “potential
benefits outweigh its known and potential risks,” but the CDC advised that
“women younger than 50 years old
especially should be aware of the rare
but increased risk of this adverse event
and that there are other COVID-19 vaccine options available in which this risk
has not been seen.”
See COVID-19, Page 2
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City Council Bans Whole House
Short Term Rentals
ties, and fearing that streets and even
entire neighborhoods might be transFullerton’s City Council has approved formed into de facto hotel districts.
an amendment to the City ordinance Others contend that most STRs have not
governing Short Term Rentals (STRs) been a problem, and that homeowners
that limits the practice to “home shar- should have the freedom to capitalize on
ing,” where the property
the value of their homes as
owner is present during the
rentals.
rental period, and bans
In October 2020 the City
“whole house” rentals
Council voted to officially
where the owner is not The amendment allow STRs but require the
present. The same amendowners to obtain permits
had been
ment had been rejected by
before they can rent their
rejected by the properties. Council also set
the Planning Commission
the previous month.
limits on total numbers of
Planning
STRs are defined as
STRs as well as minimum
Commission
rentals of less than 30 days
distances between them to
last month.
and are often used for short
prevent over-concentravacation stays in Southern
tions of rentals in neighborCalifornia for families vishoods. The Council deciiting nearby tourist attracsion also required owners
tions and beaches. They are
to submit applications and
an attractive alternative to hotels for pay a fee for STR properties. These
many people and have become more rentals are subject to the City’s Transient
financially lucrative for owners who Occupancy Tax.
advertise their properties on well-known
At the time, the Council did not, howinternet sites such as Airbnb and VRBO. ever, require that property owners be
Some OC cities allow the practice, while present during rentals, despite hearing
others, like neighboring Anaheim, from neighbors of some STR properties
banned them outright in 2016.
who complained that without an owner
Many City residents object to STRs on site they had no one to notify about
altogether, arguing that they are an excess noise and other problems. Some
incompatible use of residential proper- STRs have no owner occupants at all, a
by Matthew Leslie

COVID-19 continued from front page
The
OC
Healthcare Agency
(OCHCA) and County Health Officer
Dr. Clayton Chau said, “The County
now offers three FDA-authorized vaccines from which patients can select
when scheduling an appointment —
Pfizer, Moderna, and J&J — so that
individuals have a variety of options to
choose from. All vaccines are proven to
be highly effective at preventing hospitalization or death from COVID-19,”
according to an April 29 OCHCA press
release.
Appointments can be made through
the County’s proprietary Othena platform through a mobile app or online at
www.othena.com, or by calling (714)
834-2000.
COVID-19 test kits can be ordered
online at https://occovid19.ochealthinfo.com/covid-19-testing. Both nostril
swab and saliva kits are free to anyone
who lives or works in OC. Return shipping is prepaid, but online patient registration is required.

OC Remains in Orange Tier
Orange County remains in the Orange,
or “Moderate” Tier of the state of
California’s Blueprint for a Healthy
Economy. Two of the three Blueprint
metrics would qualify OC to move to
the Yellow, or “Minimal” Tier. Test
Positivity rates are down to 1.4% over a
7-day average, and the county’s Health
Equity Quartile Positivity Rate has
dropped to 1.9%; both figures are lower
than the threshold needed to move to
Yellow, but the Adjusted Daily Case
Rate per 100,000 residents remains in
the Orange zone at 2.6%. A rate lower
than 2 is necessary to move to Yellow,
which would allow for greater numbers
of people to circulate in various indoor
and outdoor venues, but not remove all
COVID-19 restrictions.
Los Angeles County has achieved
Yellow Tier metric levels but must
maintain them for a week prior to moving into that tier. California hopes to

Number of short-term rentals in Fullerton in August 2020.
situation preferred by many renters who
enjoy having the homes to themselves.
During the April 20 meeting,
Community
and
Economic
Development Director Matt Foulkes
said that shortly after the Council’s decision took effect last fall the City was
informed that Local 11 of the hotel and
restaurant workers union UNITE HERE
threatened to sue the City for not properly
following
the
California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), in
their October decision. The City Council
responded in a later closed session meeting by directing the staff to devise a
compromise in the form of an amendment to the Municipal Code that would
ban STRs where an owner is not present.
The amendment first went before the
Planning Commission on March 3 who
rejected it on a 4 to 1 vote. Because of

the threatened legal action, the City did
not release the applications for STR permits following the Council’s approval of
the process.
During the April 20 meeting, Mayor
Bruce Whitaker said he didn’t want to
see Fullerton become known for bans
and restrictions. He acknowledged that
fears about disruptive STRs in neighborhoods came from “a good place,” but
was unconvinced that they represented a
chronic problem in the City. But a local
homeowner named Lupe said investors
had purchased a home on her block and
rented it out to students who held loud
parties that impacted her property. Each
time a group of renters damaged the
rental home, the owners would simply
repair it and rent it out again.
continued on page 19

open its economy entirely by June 15 if
enough vaccines can be equitably distributed by that date. The statewide facecovering mandate remains in effect.

occurred in the 92831 ZIP code area, 41
in 92832, 81 in 92833, and 116 in
92835. ZIP code areas do not have equal
populations.
Fullerton’s City Council has resumed
in-person meetings, but with a limited
number of seats available for attendees,
who must be masked. Live comments
can still be made via Zoom and telephone, a practice the Council has indicated may continue beyond the cessation of COVID-19 restrictions. The
Planning Commission has similarly
resumed in-person meetings, but other
committees and commissions still meet
virtually.

COVID-19 in Fullerton
With a population of 142,824,
Fullerton has experienced 11,396 cumulative known cases of COVID-19 since
the pandemic began over a year ago. Of
those, 1,360 have been in children, 455
of them have occurred in Skilled
Nursing Facilities (SNFs). Two-hundred
and ninety-seven Fullerton residents
have died from COVID-19, 93 of them
in SNFs. Overall, 57 deaths have

Apply to Serve on a City
Committee/Commission
City Council added two at-large members to the following committees and
commissions on March 16: Active
Transportation Committee, Investment
Advisory Committee, Parks and
Recreation Commission, and the
Transportation
and
Circulation
Commission.
The City has opened the application
period for residents interested in serving
on these committees. The following
timeline provides an outline of the

appointment process for these new seats:
•May 21 by 5pm—Applications Due
•May 26—At-Large Interview Panel
•June 1—At-Large Appointments
Made
Full information (and the “apply” button) can be found here: www.cityoffullerton.com/gov/departments/city_cler
k/commissions/default.asp. Click the
"Apply" button to submit your application electronically.
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City Manager Terminated
Continued from front page

The suspect’s car was barricaded on the 91 freeway by a SWAT vehicle.
PHOTO COURTESY OF LAPD

POLICE PURSUIT OF SHOOTING SUSPECT
ENDS IN FULLERTON
A lengthy police chase of a man suspected of multiple shootings in Los
Angeles ended on the westbound 91
freeway at the Raymond overpass in
Fullerton on April 27. The car became
disabled after spike strips were used.
A SWAT team responded and barricaded the suspect’s vehicle. LAPD officers initiated negotiations but were not
successful since the suspect refused to
submit to arrest. The suspect fired a
weapon at the officers and officers
returned fire, killing the man.
The suspect was pronounced dead at
the scene and a weapon was recovered
from his vehicle. He was identified as
49-year-old Carlos Lopez.
The events began around 12:55am
when LAPD officers responded to a
shooting incident at Figueroa and

Exposition near USC. They found a man
who had been shot and sustained a graze
wound to the head. He is expected to
survive his injuries.
The suspect was described as a male
in a white Jeep Cherokee. That information was sent to all patrol units.
Around 1:05am, another shooting
occurred near 28th St. and Figueroa
where a man was shot and killed in his
car. About 20 minutes later, another
male motorist was shot and killed at 7th
St and Figueroa.
The suspect's vehicle in all three
shootings was similar and that information was broadcast to all police units.
Police saw the suspect’s vehicle near
Washington and Maple around 1:45am,
and began a pursuit, which lasted for
three hours and ended in Fullerton.

COUNCIL PASSES ANTI-HATE RESOLUTION
Fullerton City Council unanimously
passed a resolution on April 20 “To
stand in solidarity with Fullerton’s Asian
American and Pacific Islander communities to denounce discrimination and
condemn hate, violence, racism, xenophobia and intolerance.” The resolution
reads as follows:
WHEREAS, the United States has a
rich history of immigration from nations
all over the world, creating diverse communities in cities throughout the country, including within the city of
Fullerton.
WHEREAS, U.S. Census data shows
almost 25% of the city of Fullerton’s
population comes from Asian and
Pacific Islander descent.
WHEREAS, the growth of Asian
American and Pacific Islander (AAPI)
communities in the City fosters a diversity which enhances our community and
contributes to the economic growth and
success of Fullerton.
WHEREAS, since the outbreak of the
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, harmful and xenophobic rhetoric
related to the geographic origins of this
disease resulted in a rise in reported hate
incidents and crimes against AAPI individuals, communities and businesses
throughout the state.
WHEREAS, scientists have confirmed that the COVID-19 disease does
not respect borders nor does ethnicity
cause COVID-19. The World Health
Organization has cautioned against
using geographic descriptors because
such characterizations can fuel ethnic
and racial discrimination.
WHEREAS, violent attacks have par-

ticularly intensified against Asian senior
citizens across the United States and
such xenophobia and discrimination can
have a range of adverse physical and
mental health consequences for stigmatized groups and their communities.
WHEREAS, City Council encourages
all persons to report any such discriminatory and violent incidents to the proper authorities for investigation.
WHEREAS, City Council reaffirmed
the City’s commitment to a diverse, supportive, and inclusive community and to
protect the Constitutional rights of residents through the unanimous adoption
of Resolution No. 2020-50 on June 16,
2020.
WHEREAS, The City of Fullerton
will lead and stand in solidarity with
AAPI communities and all other cities
and community members to send a message that the City will not tolerate discriminatory, hateful and violent behavior.
WHEREAS, City Council affirms its
commitment to the well-being and safety of the Fullerton AAPI community to
ensure they know the City’s commitment to their safety, well-being and
inclusivity in all City affairs.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT
RESOLVED that the City Council of the
city of Fullerton denounces any acts of
discrimination, hate, violence and xenophobia and joins with cities, counties,
states and all residents across the country in affirming our commitment to the
safety and well-being of Asian and
Pacific Islander communities and in
combating crimes and incidents of hate
targeting them.

Mayor Bruce Whitaker read a statement wherein he thanked Domer for his
service. “His understanding and attention to our budgetary challenges and
community needs have provided us
clear alternatives and options as the City
Council looks to focus on its current priorities,” Whitaker read. In the statement,
Domer, in turn, thanked “all of the members of City Councils I served for their
commitment to bettering the community
of Fullerton,” and called working for the
City a highlight of his career. Ken
Domer was hired as City Manager in
July 2017. He previously served for four
years as the Assistant City Manager for
the city of Huntington Beach, and before
that, of Villa Park.
The Council had most recently evaluated Domer’s job performance during
the closed session of its regular meeting
on April 20. On Friday, April 23 the
agenda for a special meeting with only
one item entitled “Appointment,
Employment,
Evaluation
of
Performance or Dismissal of Public
Employee,” appeared on the City’s website, leaving many to assume that a decision to terminate Domer was a foregone
conclusion. The terms of Domer’s contract allowed for impromptu reviews,
but Mayor Whitaker later commented
that he was surprised when Council
member Jung requested for one to take
place in April.
Following the meeting, Mayor Pro
Tem Dunlap said that a number of issues
played into his decision to vote for
Domer’s dismissal, citing “Perhaps a
lack of resourcefulness to address the
City’s finances.” Even before the pandemic Fullerton faced a shortage of
funding for dire infrastructural needs
and employee pensions.
Council member Ahmad Zahra said
the next day that, although he had some
disagreements with Domer, he considered him to be ethical in his dealings
with the Council. He voted against
releasing Domer because he didn’t think
that replacing the City Manager would
result in a different outcome from the
financial struggles the City currently
faces. He said that morale is down
among City employees, and that it was
not the best time to make such a move.
Rather than dismiss the City Manager,
Zahra said he would have preferred to
see the Council unite and provide direction for him.
Domer will still be paid for the next
nine months, according to the terms of
his contract. Last year, the prior Council,

Ken Domer.
PHOTO BY GASTON CASTELLANOS

which included Jan Flory and Jennifer
Fitzgerald, since replaced by Dunlap
and Jung, approved an additional three
months severance pay in leu of a salary
increase. Domer, like other City
employees, had his salary reduced by
10% because of the pandemic.
Councilmember Zahra said on April 28
that he considered last year’s deal a savings to the City at the time, and that no
one could have foreseen Domer’s termination in such short order this year.
Dunlap thought it was “unfortunate”
that the last Council amended the contract “prematurely” instead of waiting
for the new members to take their seats
to make that decision. Silva disagreed,
saying that Council members have no
way of knowing what is going to happen
with the next Council.
Asked if the decision left the City in a
disadvantageous position, Silva said
“somewhat,” citing upcoming labor
negotiations and the decision about what
to do with federal funding. Dunlap said
there is “never a good time to terminate
someone,” but that “we’re moving in a
direction that will put Fullerton on a
path to progress.”
“That depends on what you think is
the right direction,” Silva retorted.
Fred Jung expressed frustration that
Domer’s budgets allocated “zero”
money other than that realized through
sales of surplus city properties, for infrastructure. “I gave him a chance to readjust his compass,” Jung said, who went
so far as to suggest that Domer was
“serving a different Council than what
he saw,” and that “previous Councils
leave shadows, ghosts in the building.”
Whitaker similarly said about Domer
that he “at times almost seemed to be
following an agenda from prior
Councils,” but declined to identify any
specific examples, saying it wasn’t the
Continued on page 11
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FULLERTON CITY COUNCIL NOTES
The Council meets at 6:30pm on the first and third Tuesdays of each month.
Upcoming agenda information and streaming video of
meetings are available at www.cityoffullerton.com.
City Hall is located at 303 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton.
Contact Council at (714) 738-6311
or by email to: council@ci.fullerton.ca.us

APRIL 20 MEETING
Closed Session: Before every public City Council meeting there is a closed session in which Council meets with various parties to discuss items outside the view
of the public. During this closed session, Council met with legal counsel to discuss
the case City of Fullerton v. Friends of Fullerton’s Future, Joshua Ferguson and
David Curlee, Joshua Ferguson v. City of Fullerton, and Michael Destiche v. City of
Fullerton. Council also met with representatives of the Fullerton Municipal
Employees Federation, the Fullerton Management Association, and Fullerton
Firefighters Association to discuss parameters of authority for negotiating salaries,
benefits, and working conditions. There was also a performance evaluation of the
City Manager. See story on front page.

Council Ends Agreement with Renewable
Farms for Union Pacific Park
City Council voted 3-2 (Dunlap,
Whitaker, and Jung-“yes;” Silva and
Zahra-“no”) to not extend an exclusive
negotiating agreement (ENA) with nonprofit Renewable Farms for development of Union Pacific Park with an
aquaponic farm and event center with
publicly accessible recreational space.
The 1.7-acre Union Pacific Park,
located near Downtown (121 W.
Truslow Ave.) was established in 2003,
five years after the City purchased the
land from Union Pacific Railroad
(UPRR). During construction of the
park, the Department of Toxic and
Substance Control (DTSC) found contamination in the soil.
After a lawsuit, the City won a settlement that made Sempra Energy and
UPRR responsible for funding the
clean-up and remediation of the park
site, which they did.
After the park was cleaned up and
opened, neighbors complained about the
park being used for criminal activity,
and it was closed and fenced off in 2009,
and remains so today.
In November 2019, the City entered
into an 18-month Exclusive Negotiating
Agreement with nonprofit Renewable
Farms to establish an aquaponic farm to
provide public educational and community programs and grow free food for
local families. The operations and programs of the farm would be funded by
an event center that would host weddings and other private events. There
would be no cost to the City.
Renewable Farms currently operates a
facility that provides these amenities in
Anaheim. Renewable Farms planned to
work with caterer 24 Carrots to hold a
minimum of 100 events per year, including weddings on the site, to provide
funding for the non-profit, although no
additional parking was planned for the
neighborhood.

Though some progress had been
made, including drawings of a tentative
layout of the park and a $15,000 grant
from St. Jude, development of the site
was delayed due to COVID-19, and
Renewable Farms requested a 6-month
extension to their agreement with the
City.
On a 3-2 vote, Council chose not to
extend the agreement, which expires on
May 4.
Councilmember Jesus Silva, who
wanted to extend the agreement, said, “I
really like the partnership we would
have with the schools, the restaurants,
the city, and veterans—I think it
[Renewable Farms] could be a great
win.”
Mayor Pro Tem Nick Dunlap, who
voted to not extend the agreement,
expressed frustration that more had not
been accomplished in the 18 months.
“I’ve been fortunate to be in the office
virtually every day since the pandemic
started, working to raise funds and to
acquire property,” Dunlap said. “And so,
I think for us to grant the applicant here
tonight an extension would be doing the
community a disservice.”
Dunlap said he would like to see the
City put out a request for proposals
(RFP), “so we can have multiple vendors apply and figure out something
that’s really going to work for the community.”
Mayor Whitaker, who also voted to
not extend the agreement with
Renewable Farms, said that whatever
happens at Union Pacific Park should fit
within the larger “specific plan” that is
being developed for that area.
Whitaker was referring to a proposed
“Rail District” specific plan that was
presented at a March 15 study session,
and encompasses a 30-acre area south of
See Renewable Farms, Page 13

Family, friends, and neighbors of Hector Hernandez in Fullerton City Council
chambers on April 20. PHOTO BY GASTON CASTELLANOS.

Coalition Urges Accountability from Council
for Police Killing of Hector Hernandez
Several members of the public
addressed City Council, asking for justice and accountability for the May 27,
2020 police killing of Hector
Hernandez.
“This isn’t the kind of policing that we
want to see in Fullerton,” Bill Brown, a
friend and neighbor of Hernandez, said.
Brown held up still images from the
body-worn camera video of the incident.
He has organized numerous protests
over the past year.
On the night of the incident, police
responded to two 911 calls reporting that
Hernandez had fired a gun in his house,
was armed with a knife, and had assaulted members of his household after he
returned intoxicated to his home in west
Fullerton.
Confronted by police in front of his
house, Hernandez complied with orders
to raise his hands. A police dog was
released, attacked Hernandez, and took
him to the ground. Hernandez used what
appeared to be a knife to stab the dog,
defensively, according to witnesses.
Immediately, the dog’s handler, officer
Jonathan Ferrell, fatally shot Hernandez.
It is unclear whether the dog was
released intentionally. Following the
incident, the dog (Rotar) was retired
from service.
“This was a clear murder. Hector was

on the ground. He had every right to
defend himself from a dog that was sent
to attack him while he was doing what
he was told with his hands in the air,”
Brown said. “We want justice. We want
this officer not to be on our streets.”
Following the incident, FPD released
a “Critical Incident Video” showing
selected clips from the incident narrated
by Police Chief Bob Dunn and Lt.
Radus. Brown and others have asked for
police to release all of the body-worn
camera footage, not just selections chosen by the department.
The District Attorney’s office is investigating the case and the family of
Hernandez has filed a wrongful death
lawsuit against the city of Fullerton over
the incident.
The police and City Council have
commented little on the incident, citing
the ongoing investigation by the OC
DA, an internal review, privacy laws,
and litigation brought by the family of
Hernandez.
“As per our Policy and Protocol, this
Officer-Involved Shooting is pending an
independent investigation by the Orange
County District Attorney’s Office,”
Corporal Billy Phu, Public Information
Officer for the Fullerton Police
Department, told The Observer.
See Justice for Hector, Page 18

How to Participate in the
May 4 City Council Meeting
The next City Council meeting will be
held Tuesday, May 4 with a Budget
Study Session at 5pm, followed by the
regular meeting at 6:30pm. Members of
the public will be allowed into the
Chambers for this meeting, however,
limited seating will be available due to
social distancing.
The public may watch and participate
virtually either by phone or via Zoom.
For instructions on how to login or submit a written comment, visit www.cityof-

fullerton.com/participate.
Residents can watch the broadcast
online at www.cityoffullerton.com/ftv3,
on TV on Spectrum Channel 3, and
AT&T U-Verse Channel 99.
E-comments for this upcoming meeting will not be read out loud but will be
accepted for the record and distributed
to the City Council.
For a calendar of upcoming city meetings and agendas visit: fullerton.legistar.com/Calendar.aspx.

Agenda Forecast
Agenda items for the May 4 meeting include:
• Budget Study Session (at 5pm)
• Surplus property declaration for city-owned property near Ellis Pl.
• Fiscal Year 2021-22 Action Plan
• Brookhurst Rd. Street Improvements
• Acting City Manager Agreement
• Proposed Speed Lump Policy
• Fireworks Sales Lottery Process
To view the full agenda visit fullerton.legistar.com/Calendar.aspx
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RV Parking Continued from front page
The new regulations include “3-Hour approve the parking regulations, City
Commercial Vehicle Parking Only” on Councilmembers weighed in on the
the north side of Valencia, “2-Hour issue.
Parking” on the south side, “No
Councilmember Fred Jung said, “You
Commercial Vehicle Parking” with lim- say if we enforce this ordinance, you
ited all-day parking on the north side of would be homeless. Is that plot of street
the street, plus the installation of parking your home? Is it right or a right to dis“T’s” twenty-five feet apart on the south turb neighboring businesses and resiside of the street.
dents without recourse?”
During public comment at the April 20
Councilmember Jesus Silva said that
City Council meeting, a man named Council had delayed approving these
James, who currently lives in his RV, regulations to allow nonprofits the
spoke against the new regulations.
opportunity to conduct outreach with
“You guys are just trying to pass the those living in RVs.
buck, but there’re no solutions being
“They were able to help some, and not
created,” he said. “This is it. This is my others,” Silva said, adding that Fullerton
life. I’m asking you to at least examine a has done a lot for those without housing,
potential alternative
including approving a
for us people who
R e c u p e r a t i v e
have nowhere else to
Care/Navigation Center.
go.”
Councilmember Zahra
“A fair number
Councilmember
said, “As a governing
of the people
Ahmad Zahra asked if
body, we have to strike a
he had been connected
balance…I still encoursimply do not
to any services.
age everyone who is in
understand why
James said he was
an RV to seek out our
they can't just be
enrolled in City’s Safe
services. We may have
given some place
Parking
program,
still something for you.”
which ended last year,
Mayor
Bruce
to park their RVs
but the restrictions
Whitaker
said
that
parklegally with basic
imposed by the proing regulations are “crehygienic and
gram made it unworkated for the safety and
sanitation services
able for him.
the good of all of our citCurt Johnston said,
izenry, and it would be
provided.”
“There’re a lot of peoextremely unfair to burple out there in
den a small number of
Fullerton in campers
our residents to try to
that are kind of frusaccommodate this furtrated. Because this
ther.”
area on Valencia isn’t the only one being
He encouraged those living in RVs to
closed down…With this proposal, there seek the services offered by nonprofits
should at least be some discussion about and other agencies.
possible solutions to go along with it.”
Over the last five weeks, prior to pasA woman who lives in her RV said, “I sage of the new parking restrictions, the
think we’re being targeted and they City and County have partnered with
don’t understand our situation.”
local nonprofits like CityNet (the homeA man who lives in a condo along less outreach nonprofit with which the
Walnut (which the new regulations will City contracts), Wound Walk OC,
not affect) said that the current situation Pathways of Hope, and local faith
with the RVs parked along his street is groups to do outreach and offer services.
“kind of untenable.” He mentioned trash The City also provided some waste disthat has accumulated next to some of the posal services.
RVs.
According to Fritzal, a common
Last year, City Council passed a sepa- response was that the RV owners did not
rate ordinance that specifically bans RV feel they were homeless and did not
parking on most City streets without a desire services.
permit. This ordinance was legally chalSome of those living in RVs along
lenged on constitutional grounds and Valencia have told The Observer that
has never been enforced. However, the what they truly need is a place to park
City is planning to begin enforcement of legally. They fear that by going into a
an amended version starting in May, shelter they will have to give up their
according to former City Manager Ken most valuable possession, their
Domer.
RV/home.
Brooke Weitzman, a lawyer who
“Home owners are not the only citibrought the legal challenge, said, “It zens here. We all are. But it seems like
seems harmful to scatter people out of theirs are the only rights cared about,”
the area into residential neighborhoods Mary Lopez, who lives in an RV, told
when they can receive support…When The Observer. She said that she and othour municipalities choose to make ers have experienced a lack of fair treatpoverty a crime instead of providing real ment by the Fullerton Police, who are
solutions, they exacerbate the problem often tasked with enforcing the City’s
and increase costs.”
policies.
Prior to voting unanimously to
Beginning in February, a coalition of

RVs parked along Valencia Dr. PHOTO BY JESSE LA TOUR
faith-based groups, in partnership with
the City, conducted an assessment of 27
people living in their RVs along
Valencia and Walnut.
“We sought to find out what city they
were from and what help they needed
and wanted,” Jason Phillips of Fullerton
ACT said.
Out of these 27 individuals and families, the following results were obtained:
• One is reuniting with family out of
state
• One is in care at the [Fullerton] shelter
• Two will be in the shelter
• Two are currently working on reuniting with family out of state
• One is in medical care
• One received medical care and is
with a friend
Volunteers from the Tri-Parish
Collaborative and others also helped
those living in RVs with food, vehicle
repairs, and vehicle registrations.
“There was a problem, though,”
Phillips said. “It's hard to get people to
leave their assets and RV, which they
consider their home, to move into an

emergency shelter.”
Thus, outreach groups have sought to
find space both for individuals and their
RVs.
“A fair number of the people simply
do not understand why they can't just be
given some place to park their RVs
legally with basic hygienic and sanitation services provided, as well,” Father
Dennis Kriz of the Tri-Parish
Collaborative said. “Most of these people, who are not without financial
resources, receiving either social security or unemployment, would be able to
contribute financially (pay rent) to such
a project.”
Father Kriz said he and others who
have done outreach on Valencia and
Walnut agree that such a parking facility
(or facilities) would be best offered on
the County level rather than the City
level.
Phillips said that the collaboration
between the City, the County, non-profit
and faith groups has also expanded to
include Assemblywoman Sharon Quirk
Silva and 4th District Supervisor Doug
Chaffee.

List of Local Housing/Homeless
Services and Nonprofits
• 2-1-1 Orange County: To connect with services call 2-1-1
• CityNet (homeless outreach/services): www.citynet.org (714) 451-6198
• Wound Walk OC (health care): www.woundwalk.org (714) 833-5475
• Pathways of Hope (homeless housing): www.pohoc.org (714) 680-3691
• City of Fullerton Housing and Neighborhood Services: (714) 738-6837
• Illumination Foundation (shelter/recuperative care):
www.ifhomeless.org (714) 507-2459
• OC Health Care Agency: www.ochealthinfo.com (855) 625-4657
• OC United (homelessness, etc): www.ocunited.org (714) 515-3085

The DOWNTOWN Report
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Love
Fullerton
There were photographers
all over town on April 24
capturing images of the large
number of volunteers who
spent a good part of their day
painting, repairing, cleaning
up buildings, schools, and
homes and even clearing
unwanted growth from our
many trails for the Love
Fullerton citywide serve day.
At right is an image from the
transportation center. It was
quite a Saturday.

Volunteers doing cleanup in Downtown Fullerton during the Love Fullerton serve day on April 24.

WeEtta Correy celebrates her 100th birthday surrounded by family.

100 AND COUNTING
Suddenly it appeared on the screen,
something that many may not realize
still exists—a nationwide TV salute to
those who had just turned the page on 99
and hit the magic triple digit. Yes, they
still do that, and it’s still sponsored by
Smuckers. The next day we were coincidentally contacted about a Fullertonian
who was turning 100. We have saluted a
few centenarians here in the past and it’s
WeEtta Correy who gets the treatment
now and for good reason.
She was honored with 100 cards from
well-wishers. And, is it possible? Two
days after the Today Show sighting there
it was, just inside the front door, the
cards and a Smuckers jar with WeEtta’s
image on the front. She was in a back
room engaged in a Zoom call with

‘Fullerton
Honors’
Banners:
Act Now
A number of
you contacted me
but if you are
interested in a
banner of someone who served,
please get busy
and drop me a line
(AllMedia@sbcglobal.net). We
need a final count
soon.

friends and relatives all over the country,
and well-wishers were in the back yard
getting her party ready. This Fullerton
house has been her home since she and
her husband purchased it back in 1956
for $11,000. I think she did well on the
investment.
Well done, WeEtta and thanks for
allowing us to experience a bit of your
weekend. Above she is in front of her
home with just a small fraction of those
whose lives she has brightened for a
hundred years now. When directing her,
her son and I wanted her to move into
the center of the shot, of course. I said to
get directly behind the 0, but that only
narrowed it down; there were two 0s, of
course. Happy Birthday.

Interior of the new Fullerton Union High School gym.

Promise Kept
We promised to show you the interior of the new Fullerton High School Gym and
here is part of it (above). More to come in a later issue once it is officially open.
Many former students were nostalgic about the old gym but once they see this, they
will probably wish they were attending now. What was done exceeds all expectations. They constructed many tables from the old wood floor, installed the vintage
exterior letters that spelled Gymnasium, lined the walls with historic photos,
installed the painted Indian in a place of honor, and much more. It’s a fitting entry.
Can’t wait to show you the main room.

Photo Quiz
LAST ISSUE:
Apparently, very few of you have
noticed this sign just west of Harbor
on Brookdale. We have 16 Historic
Districts here and a Brookdale resident
who wishes to remain anonymous
(sorry Tom, I forgot) contacted us a
few weeks ago to tell us this sign had
just appeared. There will be a total of
10 districts designated as Preservation
Zones so keep alert and let me know
when you spot the next signs.

THIS ISSUE:
Where were these
murals and what time
of year was this photo
taken?
Send your answer
to Mike at
AllMedia@sbcglobal.net
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“HIDDEN STATES” by Valerie Brickey (answer key on page 19)

A ceramic chicken sits on a nest of air plants.

Air Plants by Penny Hlavac
When I had my patio cover repaired ing dead branches and attaches
and painted, I had to move lots of heavy Tillandsias to them with clear fishing
potted plants out of the way. This sort of line. She attaches others to living trees
thing is getting more challenging the and shrubs. I just sit mine in pots and
older I get. Determined to cut down on other containers with drainage holes.
future heavy lifting, I planted many of This makes it easy to lift them out and
the plants in the
dunk them in a pail of
ground. But moving my
water for a couple of
“air plants” back onto
hours when they are dry.
“Air plant”
the patio was a breeze.
Mine don’t bloom much
is the common
“Air plant” is the
because I don’t fertilize
name for a
common name for a
them. If you want flowers,
group of plants that
which on mine are a pretty
group of plants
require no soil; roots
purple and pink combinathat require
are there just to anchor
tion, give them a high
no soil; roots
them to a tree branch or
nitrogen fertilizer.
are there just to
rock face. Plants that
Many nurseries and
anchor them to
grow this way are
home stores carry a limita tree branch
called “epiphytes” and
ed selection of these
can include orchids,
plants but the best place to
or rock face.
mosses, and members
go is Rainforest Flora in
of the bromeliad famiTorrance. The retail part
ly, especially those in
of the nursery is housed in
the genus Tillandsia.
a very large greenhouse
Many of the other genera in the bromeli- featuring a koi pond that meanders
ad family such as the colorful and around artificial rock formations to
showy Achmeas, Neoregelias, and which are attached hundreds of epiphytBilbergias have wider leaves that meet ic bromeliads. The best time to visit is
at the base to form a water-holding during a weekend in August when two
“cup.” I stopped growing this type of of their other greenhouses are used by
bromeliad because I was worried about the South Bay Bromeliad Society for
giving mosquitos a place to breed. their annual show and sale. Not to be
Although there are a few Tillandsia missed are the society members’ beautispecies that form “cups,” most do not. ful and imaginative arrangements feaThe ones I grow, Tillandsia aeranthos turing epiphytes. Unfortunately, there
and Tillandsia hameri, have leaves too will probably be no annual show this
narrow and wispy to do this.
year because of the pandemic but the
I have a friend who collects interest- nursery itself is open for business.

ACROSS
1. Baby's first word, maybe
5. Ginger cookie
9. Stallone title role
14. Cupid, to Romans
15. Perry Mason creator ___
Stanley Gardner
16. Dickens's ___ Heep
17. Electromagnetic radiation
used for long-distance communication
19. Cowl wearers
20. Frugal insult
21. Pie preference
23. "99 Luftballons" singer
25. Org. established by Nixon
26. Storybook elephant
29. Like a conclusion, perhaps
34. Org. that endorsed Obamacare
35. ___ of kangaroos
37. Highway divider
39. Tough spot
t41. "Last Christmas ___ you
my heart..." (Wham! lyric)

DOWN
1. Artist Chagall
2. Asian nurse
3. Depeche ___
4. "God Is a Woman" singer Grande
5. Attach, as a patch
6. Piece activists?: Abbr.
7. Thomas ___ Edison
8. Kitchen gadget
9. Type of sale
10. Suffix with buck
11. Pay attention to
12. Cook

43. He loved Lucy
44. Goes into
46. "American Beauty" actress Suvari
48. Disney collectible
49. Come ___ (profit)
51. "Get Out" and "Us"
director Jordan
53. Cleveland cager, for short
54. "Shall I stay? Would it be ___..."
(Elvis Presley lyric)
56. Device used to flush the
nasal cavity
60. "Relativity" artist
64. Contradict
65. Fool Fido?
67. Lets up
68. Wax-coated cheese
69. "The Bold and the Beautiful"
actress Sofer
70. Make aware
71. Cub Scout groups
72. Looks over

13. Sister brand of Alpha-Bits
18. "Die Fledermaus," e.g.
22. Knuckle-dragging sorts
24. In ___ (confused)
26. Bunyon's blue ox
27. Acid in proteins
28. African language
30. The 44th President
31. Like all prime numbers
besides one
32. Bridget Fonda, to Jane
33. Stand for 1-Down
36. Accident
38. Christie's "Death on the ___"
40. Rank for Lenny Briscoe on "L&O"
42. Sacred Hindu writings
45. Most provocative
47. Imitative
50. Brought forth
52. "Again!"
55. Fashion intersections?
56. "Hud" Oscar winner Patricia
57. "If all ___ fails ..."
58. Stadium section
59. All alternative
61. Newsman Lewis?
62. Suffix similar to -ess
63. Vitamin bottle info
64. Actress Arthur
66. Newsman Rather
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EDUCATION

SCHOOL DISTRICT NOTES
by Jan Youngman
Fullerton School District Board meets at 6pm on
2nd & 4th Tuesdays of each month at district headquarters,
1401 W. Valencia Dr., Fullerton.
For agenda go to: www.fsd.k12.ca.us or call 714-447-7400

APRIL 27 BOARD MEETING
Next Meeting is May 11
May 3 to 7 is Teacher Appreciation
Week.
This was a rather unusual meeting.
The meeting was not in the Board
Room, but was moved to a larger conference room where attendees could social
distance.
The District renewed the license and
service agreement between FSD &
Advancement
Via
Individual
Determination (AVID). This is a unique
program that prepares students for high
school and college. Dr. Pletka, staff, and
Board discussed in detail and provided a
presentation at the Board Meeting that
profiled how the Title 1 schools focus on
advancing Title 1 students academically.
Currently, the District is using the AVID
program in the Title 1 elementary
schools. Title 1 schools are schools with
a majority of low income students who
often lag behind in academics compared
to other schools. The District will be
implementing and evaluating it at
Ladera Vista School of the Arts and
Nicolas Jr. High School for 2021
through June 30, 2022.
At this meeting, the District celebrated
the accomplishments of students, teachers, parents, and volunteers in raising
students’ test scores, demonstrating
amazing academic achievement. Dr.
Pletka, staff, and Board discussed how
the teachers in these schools, especially
Richman and Orangethorpe, were highly
innovative in their coaching of their students, which resulted in amazing
progress academically. Often the teachers were able to assist students in growing an entire year academically in one
semester. Staff also cautioned that State
testing often does measure what the students are learning and does not say what
is happening in the classroom. These
scores often do not show how students
are closing the "achievement gap.”
Thus, testing can be a "false narrative"
and doesn't say what is happening in the
classroom. Often the testing system does
not measure what the students are learning and present the "real picture" of a
student's progress. Thus, FSD feels that
current testing does not gives a true pic-

ture of a student's growth. Current state
testing is not sufficient and needs to be
reformed. Thus, we need to look at how
to measure academic success in a more
meaningful way. The District acknowledged that the teacher turnover at Title 1
schools is high; they often leave due to
the pressure of being accountable for
their students' lack of achievement.
Several Richman School teachers were
acknowledged at the meeting for developing successful programs that show
their students’ accomplishments.
Here are the FSD Title 1 Schools and
their programs:
Commonwealth School: Sixty percent of the students speak two languages. As part of the No Excuse
University Network, each classroom
adopts a college for the year and learns
the skills needed to attend college and
become a future college graduate.
Maple School: All 4th, 5th, and 6th
graders attend a three-day, immersive
science field trip to Catalina Island
Marine Institute & Astrocamp for free as
part of the Maple Experience program.
Orangethorpe School: Students participate in a unique multi-disciplinary
program called Project Curiosity: The
Art & Science of Nature. All students
use art and science as a lens for examining nature, advocating for environmental issues, engaging in conservation, and
solving "real-world" problems.
Pacific Drive School: The Computer
Science Pathways Program gives students the opportunity to learn coding,
get hands-on experience with drones and
robotics, and participate in design thinking activities that promote app development.
Raymond
School
has
a
Spanish/English
Dual
Language
Academy school with a STEAM focus.
This year it will partner with Wilshire
Avenue Church to build a student-led
STEAM Sensory Garden that will help
support language development, cognitive growth, fine and gross motor skills,
problem-solving skills, and social interaction.
Richman School will be celebrating
their strong community partnership with
the Anaheim Ducks, who helped cele-
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brate the school’s 60th Anniversary by
installing a new regulation hockey rink,
painting a reading mural, planting trees,
and upgrading their playground and
school garden. Students will also have
the opportunity to expand their learning,
connect with nature, build community,
and participate in project-based learning
in the newly-renovated butterfly garden.
Valencia Park School: Since being
named
an "Apple Distinguished
School,” the teachers have shared their
expertise by presenting at national and
international education conferences.
Tour groups have come from as far as
Hawaii, New Zealand, and China to
learn from staff and see student engagement in action.
Woodcrest School: Every classroom
receives weekly lessons in social justice,
which helps the students become more
empathetic, inclusive members of society.
Nicolas Junior High School:
Students create working apps based on
community and global needs. This year,
one of Nicolas' past app creators, who
created the Bully Buster app, just

received a scholarship to attend William
Penn University in the fall. The school
offers students the opportunity to take
the AP Computer Science and AP
English Language and Composition
classes and then take the AP exams.
Other News: Title 1 schools will now
have an AP Computer Science Class
available for their students. AP English
Classes will be available at all three
Junior High Schools.
School Bus Driver Cindy Hogel was
recognized for her dedication to students. She keeps students safe in the bus
and distributes food to the students.
Richman School Recognition:
Richman School was recognized by
O.C. Parenting Magazine as the best
public school in Orange County. They
were recognized for their academic programs, GATE program, STEAM Lab,
after school programs, reading and writing workshops, Great Books Discussion
groups, Technology, Alex program for
4th through 6th grades, Reading &
Writing Workshop Theater/STAGE
Program.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARD
HIGHLIGHTS
& Commentary by Vivien Moreno
The Fullerton Joint Union High School District Board
information available by calling 714-870-2800
or visiting www.fjuhsd.net

SPECIAL BOARD MEETING APRIL 27
The FJUHSD Trustees met for
approximately five minutes to ratify the
renegotiated Fullerton Secondary
Teachers Organization (FSTO) labor
contract for 2020 to 2022. There were
no open session questions from the
board members about this item or about
the Facilities’ request to reject earlier
bids submitted for the proposed La
Habra HS Aquatics Facility. The new
“value-engineered” project (portions of
the existing project have been removed)
will be resubmitted for new bids to
come in under the $6 million allocated
from the remaining Bond I money.
Earlier this year, FSTO and FJUHSD
reopened contract negotiations due to
this year’s increase of on-going State
and federal money, which set off a trigger clause in the current FSTO contract,
allowing an additional, retroactive four
percent raise that affects all certificated
personnel. They agreed to place all
school psychologists and speech pathologists on a separate salary schedule.
This raise and separate schedule increases the on-going FJUHSD annual budget
by $3.3 million dollars. Separate onetime money the district received to offset pandemic safety relief and supplement student educational costs does not
activate the FSTO contract trigger
clause or pay for salary increases.

Other contract negotiations included
forming a teacher and administrative
committee to define appropriate class
size for iSierra, the District’s on-line
learning program. The pandemic distance learning schedule created greater
awareness of this program and some students may choose to continue to participate, at least partially, in the program if
it brings them greater academic success
than in-person learning environments.
These recommendations are to be implemented for the 2021/22 school year.
Effective and successful distance learning requires significant individual time
from both teacher and student, so determining appropriate class size is significant in order to not overstrain instructors.
The renegotiated contract clarified
district employee reporting protocols
concerning student threats or actual
physical or verbal abuse by email as an
acceptable way to inform the Principal
or District Supervisor. Staff may also
email administrators about safety issues
concerning facilities, equipment, or
environmental conditions to support the
district campuses’ compliance with
State regulations.
The next regularly scheduled
FJUHSD board meeting is on Tuesday,
May 11.
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WHAT’S TRENDING?
by Irene, 9th grade

MARVEL HIGHLIGHTS ASIAN
REPRESENTATION
Marvel’s newest trailer for the upcoming film, “Shang-Chi and the Legend of the
Ten Rings,” is making headlines across the globe. Expected to air in theaters this
Sept. 3, this action movie features Marvel’s first Asian superhero protagonist played
by actor Simu Liu, with an additional Asian-majority cast.
As an adaptation of the 1973 comics, Master of Kung Fu, this film highlights
Asian culture and representation to create an enticing martial arts movie. And
although skeptics fear a whitewashed or culturally inaccurate film, Marvel
Productions fans eagerly anticipate this long-awaited, 21st-century rendition.

TEEN OBSERVER by Francine, 9th grade
Young Observers Honor Foster
Moms Through Love Fullerton’s
Annual City-Wide Serve Day
Mother’s Day is a
day of celebrating
motherhood. Whether it means taking
on chores you despise, making her
breakfast in bed, or writing a simple
poem that will warm her heart, many of
us have our own ways of celebrating our
moms. However, in our community we
do not realize there are kids who are
unable to view this day without feeling
stressed. These are children who have
gone through traumatic experiences that
left them without their biological moms.
Despite being in the care of their foster
mothers, they could still be wondering
about their real moms, which not only
hurts, but creates an awkward situation
between themselves and their foster
mothers during Mother’s Day. I learned
about it when I volunteered to make
Mother’s Day cards for foster moms
during the 2021 Love Fullerton citywide service day on April 24.
There are at least 480 Southern
California moms who, out of the generosity of their hearts, are taking care of
children aged infant to 18 years who are
victims of trauma. Despite a harrowing
experience in their young lives, these
precious children have the opportunity
to grow into remarkable citizens capable
of making significant contributions to
our society all because they are given a
second chance at having someone they
can call Mom.
I grew up knowing doctors, nurses,
firemen, and police officers among the
community heroes we celebrate in
school. It is only recently that I realized
these adoptive moms are also our community heroes, yet they barely receive
the recognition they deserve. This
inspired me to honor them by joining the
virtual volunteer service through Zoom
wherein the director of the Resources,
Education, and Support for Parents

Interventions for Trauma-Sensitive
Environments (RESPITE) program,
Renae Dupuis, who is a foster mom herself, shed light on the role of foster
mothers in “healing children from hard
places.” I invited my friends and my
Young Observers team to join me in this
quest to make the foster moms feel special. Not everyone can be a foster mom.
It is meant for special people with great
capacity for sacrifice, sensitivity, and
the time to undergo training and close
collaboration with the agency they are
tied to. After the Zoom meeting, we
each created at least five cards for foster
mothers. It was an eye-opening experience for all of us. We learned some hard
realities through the eyes of foster moms
and felt grateful we had the opportunity
to honor them. For more information on
how you can become a foster mom or
parent, or if you need support regarding
foster care, check the OC United website: https://ocunited.org/initiatives/fostercare/respite/.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE by Mateo, 7th grade
Cinco De Mayo: The Battle that
Almost Altered US History
Cinco de Mayo, which means the fifth
of May in Spanish, is a Mexican celebration held every year on, you guessed
it, May 5th. Although it is generally a
Mexican holiday, it is celebrated more in
the US and is recognized by other
nations around the globe. During this
celebration, people pay tribute to
Mexican heritage and culture, which
involves singing, dancing, and most
importantly in my opinion, excellent
food.
The roots of Cinco de Mayo date back
all the way to the Battle of Puebla,
which occurred on May 5, 1862. The
Mexican Army, led by General Ignacio
Zaragoza, was fighting against the
French army. The French were trying to
get to Mexico City and had a much bigger and better-equipped army than that
of the Mexicans, so hope was scarce.
However, the Mexican army ultimately
prevailed and came out victorious
against the French. The victory at

KIDS RULE!

Puebla raised the Mexican army’s spirits
and gave them hope as they spoiled the
French’s plans for an invasion. This victory was so significant in Mexican history that, just four days later on May 9,
President Benito Juárez declared it a
national holiday; it was originally called
Battle of Puebla Day. This battle may
have also altered U.S. history as well. If
the French army, who had not been
defeated for almost 50 years at the time,
had taken down the Mexican army, they
would’ve most likely joined forces with
the Confederate States of America and
fought alongside them in the Civil War.
This would have drastically changed
America, possibly splitting the US into
two countries such as the United States
of America and the Confederate States
of America. There are more possibilities
but suffice it to say that Cinco de Mayo
is worth celebrating by both Mexico and
the USA.

Erin, 6th grade

EXPLORING NATURE
Camping is a great idea when it comes to COVID. I will be camping a lot this
year—Sequoia, Joshua Tree, Big Sur, Zion, and Bryce Canyon. The reason why I
started to like camping is because it gives you a break from your problems and looking at a screen all day. Every time my family goes camping, I feel so grateful and
happy that I’m there. Even though a 4-hour drive is long, it is totally worth it to see
so many stars, nature, and views. We went to Death Valley a few weeks ago, and
I’ve never seen so many stars in my life. If you’re interested in going camping, you
can go to Recreation.gov or ReserveCalifornia.com to find your next adventure. But
don’t forget, for popular places you should make reservations up to 6 months in
advance.
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At left:
Diagram
of where
to feed
baby
birds, to
avoid
drowning
them.

Holding the baby birds.

Baby Birds by Saskia Kennedy
As I was walking on the path to
Laguna Lake recently, I nearly stepped
on a baby bird. I had no idea what to do.
One of my walking partners suggested
using a leaf to move it because touching
it would make the mother stop feeding
it. Another person said that that was a
myth, so I scooped up the baby in my
hand. It was so tiny, but already had
some feathers and latched onto my finger. I went to put it in the brush and
found another baby bird barely visible in
the dirt.
By this time several people stopped to
take note of the situation. One couple
said they had tried to save some baby
birds to no avail. This made me worry
for the baby birds and I decided to get a
professional opinion on what to do, so I
carried them home in my hands.
I called Wetlands & Wildlife Care
Center in Huntington Beach. A woman
told me to get a shallow cardboard box
and duct tape it to the tree near where I

had found the birds. The problem was
that I had not paid attention to where on
the path I was when I picked them up.
She told me that they did not take baby
birds. I also called several other places
and left messages.
After looking up information on how
to care for baby birds and finding conflicting information, I began to worry
that the birds would die in my inept care.
I decided to take them to a pet shop
called Omar’s Exotic Birds in Brea. I
flagged down an employee named
Darleese Brown. She was immensely
helpful. She mixed up a baby bird formula, showed me how to feed them and
how often, and gave me several numbers
and resources to contact.
Here is some helpful information that
I learned. There are three stages of baby
birds. The first stage is called hatchling,
which is a newly-hatched bird.
Depending on the species, hatchlings
can be bald or have down-covered skin.

CALIFORNIA AWARDS GRANT TO PROVIDE NEW
EMPLOYMENT TO VETERANS
The Orange County Workforce
Development Board (OCDB) was
recently
awarded
a
Veterans’
Employment-Related
Assistance
Program (VEAP) grant by the
California Employment Development

Department (EDD) for the amount of
$500,000 to help veterans find jobs. In
partnership with the Orange County
Veterans Service Office, OC One-Stop
Center, and a consortium of community
partners, the OCDB will use this grant

australianswimschool.com

Most down-covered birds can forage
only hours after hatching, but still need
their parents’ guidance and protection.
Bald hatchlings will need their parent’s warmth and regular feeding. They
are then called nestlings. Nestlings are
too young and vulnerable to leave the
nest. If you find a nestling, they will be
bald or have a bit of down on them. Put
them back in the nest if you can or put
them in a tissue-filled box as near the
nest as possible. Watch them for an hour
to see if a parent finds them. If not, contact
Avian
Underdogs
Rescue
Association at (714) 746-1591.
Fledglings have feathers and can hop
and flap their wings. They will continue
to be fed by the parent who remains
close. Place them out of harm’s way, but
not far from where they jumped out of
their nest. Watch them for an hour to
make sure the parents are still around to
feed them.
If a baby bird needs your intervention,
here are some quick instructions on how
to feed and care for them. Place them in
a lidded box with tissue and air holes.
Place a heating pad set on low and
wrapped in a towel beneath the box.
They need to be out of direct sunlight

and stay around 97 degrees.
All food must be prepared in small
quantities just before feeding and the
leftovers should be thrown out as bacteria will hurt the babies. Food should be
around 102-106 degrees. A bird-feeding
syringe has a curve in it. That curve
must go toward the left when feeding it.
You will see a small sack in its neck (the
crop) fill up with the formula. Fill just a
bit at a time about every 20 minutes.
There is no need to give them water as
there is enough in the formula mix. If
the syringe curve is placed toward the
right as you try feeding, the formula will
go into the lungs and asphyxiate the
baby bird. See diagram above.
If you see any of the following indicators, seek professional help from a rescue association or veterinarian:
Listless, droopy wings or head, not
accepting food, lack of feeding
response, slow or lack of crop (the bulge
in their neck after feeding) emptying,
poor weight gain, slow growth, abnormal posturing, or abnormal wing and/or
leg positions, abnormal or lack of droppings, wetness or food on skin over the
crop, which indicates a possible burn
from food that is too hot.

to help veterans access employment and
training opportunities through the OC
Veterans
Employment-Related
Assistance Program.
The OC Veterans EmploymentRelated Assistance Program will offer
career services to veterans while providing employers in high-growth industries
with dedicated and highly-skilled applicants for fields such as advanced manufacturing, construction, educational and
health services, logistics and transportation, aerospace, and information technology. Career services will include
career counseling, training, credentialing, apprenticeships, paid work experience, on-the-job training, job placement
assistance, and follow-up and retention
services.

This program will serve all veterans
with a focus on those facing significant
barriers to employment such as disabilities, mental health challenges, lowincome, homelessness, and more.
OCDB will use an intensive client-centered case management approach to
evaluate the need for, and provision of,
resources including access to technology for distance learning, housing assistance, childcare, mental health care, and
a wide range of other supportive services.
For more information on how to enroll
in
this
program,
visit
www.oconestop.com/veterans-services
or call the Economic and Business
Recovery Call Center at (714) 4806500.
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City Manager Continued from page 3

Protesters marched in Buena Park. PHOTO BY ASH BALDERRAMA

March for Justice for David Sullivan
A rally calling for justice for the
police killing of David Sullivan took
place in Buena Park on April 17.
Sullivan was killed by Buena Park
police in 2019.
“My 19-year-old son David was
unarmed and not under the influence,”
David’s mother DeAnna Sullivan said.
“I am demanding the two officers, Tran
and Colon, be fired and stripped of their
pensions. I am asking for an independent investigation and for charges to be
put on both officers.”
An investigation by District Attorney
Todd Spitzer found the shooting justified.
DeAnna Sullivan has filed a wrongful
death lawsuit.

time to do so. He did note that all three
of the Councilmembers who supported
Domer’s dismissal also opposed
Measure S, a proposed 1.25% local tax
increase decisively defeated at the polls
in November. “Some elements of the
City have not gotten that message from
voters,” he continued, citing a “steady
drumbeat for revenue enhancement for
future elections.” In September, Domer
had suggested that if Measure S failed,
special neighborhood tax districts might
be a mechanism to pay for localized
road repairs throughout the City.
Jesus Silva later commented that it
would take $10 million per year to make
a dent in Fullerton’s infrastructure
needs. Reacting to that figure, Whitaker
said there were many different ways to
address infrastructure funding, including reprioritization of funds.
Domer is the second administrator to
lose his job since January when Parks
and Recreation Director Hugo Curiel
was terminated by Domer himself.
Asked by The Observer if residents
should anticipate more such administrative exits, Councilmember Jung said, “I
don’t think that’s an expectation we
should have.”
Whitaker addressed City department
heads following the special session
Tuesday to update them about the
Council’s decision.
Whitaker described proposed Acting
City Manager Steve Danley as a generalist and said he became aware of him
during his own work for the County
government (Whitaker worked for Chris
Norby when he was 4th District
Supervisor). He thought that Danley’s
expertise in Human Resources would be
helpful at the present moment, given

unfilled vacancies at the City as it
emerges from pandemic restrictions.
According to his resume, Danley previously served as a department head for
the county of Orange for 33 years,
including as Chief Human Resources
Officer and Performance Audit Director,
as well as Director of Administration for
Public Works, Waste Management, and
the District Attorney’s Office.
Ahmad Zahra said he would rather
have seen someone from within the current City government appointed to the
temporary position in order to save
money but looked forward to any fresh
ideas Danley might have. Zahra cited
his concern about conflicts of interest in
his vote against offering Danley the job
because Danley currently heads a consulting firm that offers services to governments.
Silva said he first heard of Danley just
the day before, on April 27. No other
options were brought before the
Council. Silva said he wished they could
have waited to make a decision, but that
he felt comfortable enough with him in
the short term.
“Yes, I wish I could have waited, but
then there is no one there to lead the
team,” Silva said. Although Dunlap
thought Danley might serve for as long
as 6 months, Silva hoped that the
Council could find a permanent City
Manager “sooner than later” in perhaps
as few as 2 months.
In the meantime, Mayor Whitaker
said, “I think it’s time for ideologies to
take a back seat and for us to focus on
performance and results” and core competencies of city government.
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Small planes lined up at the Fullerton airport.
Air traffic control tower.

VIDEO OBSERVER
by Emerson Little © 2020

Flying into Fullerton
Airport’s History
West Commonwealth Avenue site and
saw its possibilities as an airfield. One
It’s hard not to miss the sounds of air- day in the summer of 1926, William
planes flying overhead in Fullerton on Dowling drove past the by then-abantheir way to the airport. In “Wings Over doned city sewer farm and decided it
Fullerton,” a historical pamphlet by would be ideal for a landing field.
Sylvia Mudrick, the Fullerton Municipal
According to the Fullerton Municipal
Airport is called the “oldest and largest Airport Master Plan Update that I was
general aviation airfield still in its origi- able to access through the city of
nal location in Orange
Fullerton website, “the
County.”
Since
Dowling
brothers
Airport Day took
enlisted the aid of H.
place in May during
A. Krause and the
pre-pandemic times, I
Fullerton Chamber of
The 1930s
decided to take a look
Commerce
in
ushered in a
back at the Fullerton
approaching the City
decade of “firsts”
Municipal Airport’s
Council for permishistory.
sion to turn the farm
for the airfield.
The airport’s origins
into a landing field,
It was a period
can be traced back to
and in January, 1927,
that saw airmail
as early as 1913.
the Council signed
service launched,
According
to
Ordinance 514, leasFullerton: A Pictorial
ing the land to the
the first industrial
History
by
Bob
Chamber for five
lease issued,
Ziebell, “barnstormyears, at a fee of $1
the first night
ers and crop-dusters
per
year.”
The
flights, and the
used the site as a landChamber, in turn, subing strip, but it was
leased operations to
introduction
not until the midWilliam Dowling and
of a Civilian Pilot
1920s that steps were
a friend, Willard
Training Program.
taken toward estabMorris of Yorba
lishment of a permaLinda. Together, they
nent facility.” It took
cleared the surface of
imagination to see a
the land to create the
future for the 53-acre plot of land that first formal landing strip. And on
would become Fullerton Municipal February 24, 1927, William Dowling
Airport. The land, once used for raising piloted a Curtis JN-4D Primary Military
pigs as a pig ranch, had been the City’s Training biplane, also known as a
sewer farm for many years. However, “Jenny,” from Brea Airfield to make the
Placentia citrus ranchers and pioneer first official landing at Fullerton Airport.
aviators William and Robert Dowling “By July, the airport’s location was listlooked beyond the rutted surface of the ed on aviation maps,” Mudrick wrote in
by Emerson Little

Wings Cafe at the Fullerton airport.
“Wings Over Fullerton,” reporting that
the facility was officially dedicated on
April 21, 1928, and the first airshow was
held there two days later.
The 1930s ushered in a decade of
“firsts” for the airfield. It was a period
that saw airmail service launched, the
first industrial lease issued, the first
night flights and the introduction of a
Civilian Pilot Training Program. In
1931, Postmaster John B. Horner
marked the occasion of the launching of
the first airmail service by hand-canceling letters. In 1934, the first industrial
lease was issued to a manufacturer of
metal dirigibles. In July 1938, the first
night flights were recorded.
In January 1941, the city of Fullerton,
at the urging of the Chamber, took control of the airport because the Chamber
of Commerce’s 14-year stewardship of
the airport had ended. With the United
States’ entry into World War II, all civilian flying was stopped within 150 miles
of the coastline and the airport was
closed to civilians. However, planes
soon began flying over Fullerton again.
Both the U.S. Army Air Corps and the
Navy needed auxiliary fields for their
new bases at Los Alamitos and Santa
Ana and used the Fullerton Airport for
training. “When the war ended, the field
was returned to the City, along with a
new 1,700-foot paved runway,” according to “Wings Over Fullerton.”
It was at that time when brothers
William and Richard Jewett took an
interest in the field and established
Fullerton Air Service, which, along with
Hebert Air Service, handled the 25
planes based there. By 1948, however,
the airport, equipped with such modern
features as landing lights among other
improvements, was home to more than
200 Fullerton-based planes (as compared to the 96 at John Wayne Airport).
It was ranked the fourth largest airport
in the state of California. In 1959, the
FAA granted the City $300,000 for field
improvements, which included the addition of a control tower to the existing
administrative building that had been
built in 1948 at a cost of $120,000.

Fullerton’s FAA tower was the first in
the county.
In 1960, the city of Fullerton made use
of $101,000, from both FAA and City
funds, and accomplished a number of
much-needed
projects,
including
extending the runway to its current
length of 3,121 feet, building new taxiways on the north side of the field, and
extending existing taxiways. Today, the
Fullerton Municipal Airport encompasses 86 acres and continues to meet the
present and future transportation needs
of Fullerton and all of Orange County.
I remember visiting the Fullerton
Airport when I was little and eating at
the restaurant that was there back in the
early 2000s. There were plenty of windows for people to watch the airplanes
taking off or touching down on the runways, or just look, as a spectator, at the
parked planes. In 2015, the Wings Café
opened inside the Fullerton Airport
Lobby and pilots who worked at the airport were excited since the place had
been empty for such a long time. There
was a light-up runway on the floor that
ran through the middle of the restaurant,
and the doors, ceilings, and tabletops
were decked out in metal to fit the
restaurant’s aviation theme. Wings Café
is now open for limited service.
Airport Day started back in 2013 as
part of the city of Fullerton’s
Transportation Day events. Before the
pandemic hit, it was an annual event
where the Fullerton Municipal Airport
would open its doors to the public,
allowing the community to tour the airport and see displays of vintage and
modern aircraft, rescue helicopters,
classic automobiles, aviation-related
exhibits, and aircraft fly-bys. During the
event, there were also tours of the FAA
flight control tower that had to be
reserved in advance. Airport Day has
been covered by The Observer numerous times over the years and was an allages free event that attracted people
from all over Southern California.
Hopefully, Airport Day will continue on
in post-pandemic times.
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Renewable Farms
Continued from page 4
the BNSF (Burlington Northern and
Santa Fe) Railway right of way, Truslow
Ave./Valencia Dr., Harbor Blvd., and the
eastern edge of the 2014 Liberty Walkhousing project east of Euclid St. The
plan which is expected to come before
the Council for approval in the coming
months, is expected to include multiple
high density residential structures to the
west of the park.
Tony Bushala, who owns about 30%
of the properties in proposed district,
including the historic Elephant Packing
house next to Union Pacific Park, urged
Council not to extend the ENA with
Renewable Farms. Bushala, who previously complained that the City had
stolen the name Rail District from the
Fullerton Rail District plan he had previously presented to them (www.fullertonraildistrict.com), cited a lack of parking
for Renewable Farms' events. He
recalled that when he proposed holding
events at the Elephant Packing House he
was told that he would have to provide
his own parking. “I don’t think it’s fair
for city government to pick winners and
losers,” Bushala said.
Director of Community Development
Matt Foulkes declined to answer a question from The Observer about whether
the City's proposed Rail District
Specific Plan would have provided
parking for Renewable Farms events.
Bushala is a frequent contributor to
City Council campaigns—having given
money either directly to candidates (in
the case of Mayor Pro Tem Nick
Dunlap), or using the political action
committee he co-founded, Fullerton
Taxpayers for Reform, to oppose candidates, as was done to the opponents of
newly-elected council member Fred
Jung and Mayor Bruce Whitaker.
Whitaker and others emphasized that a
proposal by Renewable Farms could
still be considered, along with plans submitted by others.
Councilmember Fred Jung said he
thought the Anaheim farm was beautiful, but that it was also gated from the
public. Aaron Flora, head of Renewable
Farms, acknowledged that a fence
would be required around the Fullerton
site to prevent thievery.
Jung, who also voted not to extend the
agreement with Renewable Farms, said,

Concept drawing of Renewable Farms at Union Pacific Park by Thirtieth St. Architects.
“Renewable Farms in all its forms is so
admirable, but it’s not a public park; it’s
a public subsidy. I encourage the community—please give us time. We will
find a solution for this. I just don’t
believe this is it.”
Some residents of the neighborhood
surrounding Union Pacific Park spoke in
favor of the Renewable Farms plan.
“I am in favor of this development.
I’m very excited,” a woman who lives
across from the park said. “This park has
been closed for many years, and we’re
looking forward to seeing this green
space preserved for our city. It’s not a
very big space, but we can do so much
with it.”
“I live off of Truslow, and I think that
this is a really good idea,” one neighbor
said.
“Investment in parks and community
spaces in low-income communities of
color is essential,” another resident said.
“The land at Union Pacific Park should
serve the community it was meant to
serve. This area is densely populated
therefore it should have more communi-

The Mystery of Bicycle Wheels in Trees

ty space for its residents. In order for
this area to thrive, we need the promise
of organized and supervised activities.”
A resident named Elizabeth said she
liked that the project would serve low
income families and provide healthy
food.
Ilse Miranda said, “I like the idea of
the project” and suggested it could be
like the Maple Community Center with
after-school programs, mentoring, and
other programs for the youth.
Others, like Ed Nunez, expressed concern about a lack of parking with the
plan. “There is no parking right now on
Valencia and Truslow,” he said. “If you
have an event on a weekend, where will
the people who live there park?”
A resident named Joseph said, “I don’t
understand how public space is now
going to be turned over to a financial
investor running event centers. To me,
that’s not the intent of what that space
should be. Why can’t we leave it as a
park?”
Councilmember Ahmad Zahra, who
represents District 5 (south Fullerton),
spoke in favor of the agreement with

Bicycle wheels have
been seen in the trees
on the grounds of the
Muckenthaler
Cultural Center. If
you know how/why
these wheels got
there, please let us
know by emailing
contact@
fullertonobserver.com
PHOTOS BY GRACE
WIDYATMADJA

Renewable Farms, and said that parking
and other concerns could have been
addressed during the negotiation
process with Renewable Farms.
“One of the most important things for
me is to make sure the community is
involved in all of this, and the outcome
ends up being a benefit to the community as a whole,” Zahra said, prior to the
council vote. “South Fullerton in general and Truslow in particular have not
been the most looked after neighborhoods, and I think this is something that
would revitalize the neighborhood.”
Aaron Flora, founder of Renewable
Farms, said, “We look for space to bring
life to it, to bring communities in. We
work with vets, disabled adults, homeless, lots of children, lots of schools.
Everything we grow, we give away to
the community. As a non-profit, we’re
just there to support the community. We
do events on the weekends, and that
supports the non-profit.”
With the 3-2 council vote, the agreement with Renewable Farms will expire
on May 4.
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OC BOARD OF SUPERVISORS APPROVES
$5 MILLION IN RELIEF FOR ARTS COMMUNITY
The Orange County Board of
Supervisors approved $5 million in
relief to arts-related businesses and nonprofit arts organizations from its federal
American Rescue Plan Act funding at
their April 27 meeting.
Each of the five supervisorial districts
will receive $1 million and will devise
and manage their own distribution plans
for these grants.

The Supervisors were sent the results
of ArtsOC's latest survey of the impact
of COVID-19 on the arts community,
which documented financial losses of
more than $121 million and over 2,700
in job reductions. ArtsOC President &
CEO Richard Stein also appeared at the
Board of Supervisors meeting to speak
in favor of the proposed arts relief.

“Shades of Us”
@ MUCKENTHALER CULTURAL CENTER
1201 W. Malvern Ave., Fullerton www.themuck.org (714)738-6595
Artist Eloy Torrez
explores the ideas of “us”
and “we” through his subjects. In this exploration
Torrez delves into the personalities and diverse
make up of his painted
guests. Guest curated by
Jimmy Centeno. April 29July 1.
Gallery
is
open
Monday–Thursday, 124pm.
$5/group.
Reservations
required.
Available only for private
viewing.
AltaMed employees and
their parties may have their
admission charge waived
by showing their employee
badge.

“Portrait of Janelle by Katrina Rocha (2020)

“Made in California”
@ BREA ART GALLERY
1 Civic Center Cir, Brea (714) 990-7730 www.breaartgallery.com

Portrait by artist Eloy Torrez.

“JUST FOOD”
@ FULLERTON COLLEGE ART GALLERY
321 E. Chapman Ave (1000 Bldg)
The artists in this virtual exhibition address these issues: creating a just food system, honoring
the Earth, valuing the work of
those producing our food,
respecting food sovereignty, and
ensuring that everyone has
enough. Featuring work by:
Jackie
Amézquita,
Sula
Bermúdez-Silverman, Narsiso
Martinez, Nikki McClure, Sara
Rosenblatt, Chip Thomas.
Through May 21. The Gallery is
currently closed, however you
may access the show virtually at
fcjustfood.myportfolio.com.

Every year, this juried exhibit showcases artwork from all over the state of
California and highlights artists in all
stages of their careers and offers them a
chance to compete for a number of
awards, including the coveted solo show
opportunity. “Made in California” is
open to the public. There was no opening reception this year. Masks, social
distancing, and other safety measures

will be required of all staff and visitors.
Through June 18. Visitors can learn
about future exhibitions and workshops
at breaartgallery.com or by following
the gallery on Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter @breagallery.
Open hours are Wednesday through
Sunday, 12pm – 5pm. For more information, call (714) 990-7731 or visit
www.breaartgallery.com.

“Comic Reading”
@ MAVERICK THEATER
110 E Walnut Ave, Fullerton
(714) 526-7070
www.mavericktheater.com
“Comic Reading” is a radio-style
show with six actors reading live from
three issues of The Amazing Spider-Man
written by Stan Lee and illustrated by
John Romita, Jr.
Read by Maverick actors with projected comic art, 60s theme music, and live
foley sound effects. Open to all ages.
$10 admission. $8 Students with ID
and kids 13 and younger. Show opened
April 30 and runs for 4 weeks, on Fri.
Sat. and Sun.

THEATER & MUSIC

EARLY MAY 2021
Jazz Festival

@ MUCKENTHALER CULTURAL CENTER
1201 W. Malvern Ave., Fullerton www.themuck.org (714)738-6595
Eclectic, cutting-edge, and contemporary—The Muck’s Jazz Festival returns
in Spring of 2021. Ticket Information:
$150/Jazz season pass; $35/performance
Season Pass includes six live Jazz
concerts (No member discounts available).
All events will be held in The Muck’s
outdoor amphitheater. By purchasing

tickets for this event, you are agreeing to
The Muck’s health and safety guidelines. No tickets will be sold at the door.
Tickets from the Spring 2020 Jazz
Festival will automatically be rolled
over to the Spring 2021 Jazz Festival. If
you have any questions, email
info@themuck.org. Below is a lineup of
performances:
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HITS
&
MISSES

by Joyce Mason © 2021

"Cowbop"
featuring Bruce Forman
Thu, May 13 @ 7:30PM
Hot Jazz with a drawl! Cowbop isn't
afraid to mix swingin’ grooves, thrilling
riffs, and sweet and hot vocals, with
western sensibilities. It's a uniquely
Californian take on Jazz.

LA Jazz Quartet, featuring
Larry Koonse
Thu, May 20 @ 7:30PM

Barbara Morrison Group
Thu, May 27 @ 7:30PM
The Muck's favorite legendary voice,
Barbara Morrison, brings her rich
unique, soulful, three and a half octave
range back to the stage.

Josh Johnson and
Holophonor
Thu, Jun 10 @ 7:30PM
This seven-piece jazz group features
original music from each member as
well as works written collectively. The
members of Holophonor met in 2012
after being selected to attend the prestigious Thelonious Monk Institute of Jazz
Performance at UCLA.

PROMISING YOUNG WOMAN: A HIT AND MISS

Advertised as a “dark comedy,” this connection, and offers to drive her
movie is dark but not comic. “Promising home. On the way, he stops at his own
A staple of LA jazz, this Quartet made Young Woman” is probably best apartment and invites her up. As he
up of some of LA's finest, is joined by described as a revenge thriller. However, begins to disrobe her, she sits up and
acclaimed jazz guitarist Larry Koonse.
the tone of the film is unsettling and spats, “What are you doing?” At that
inconsistent as the darkness of the on- point, he realizes that she has not been
screen activity contrasts sharply with the drinking and he has been duped. When
candy-colored settings, bright pop-up Cassie returns home she takes out a
flowers, and soundtrack of pop tunes by small notebook and adds a hash-mark,
Paris Hilton and the Spice Girls.
indicating that he was just another conEngaging our attention is the film’s quest on her road to “getting even” with
originality, fine acting, and contempo- predatory men.
rary commentary—all
By contrast, Cassie,
qualities
that
have
while working in the
brought recognition and
coffee shop, is recogThe darkness
honors to this unusual
nized one day by a formovie. Written and
mer med school colof the on-screen
directed by Emerald
league,
Ryan
(Bo
activity contrasts
Fennel, it won the Writers
Burnham),
who
is
now
a
sharply with the
Bill Cunliffe, featuring Kye Guild award for best origsuccessful pediatric surcandy-colored
screenplay.
geon. He remembers her
Palmer, Brian Scanlon, Jeff inal
settings, bright
“Promising
Young
as an excellent student
Ellwood, Mark Ferber, and
pop-up flowers,
Woman” was also nomiand never understood
Francisco Torres
nated in five Academy
why she dropped out.
and soundtrack
Thu, Jun 3 @ 7:30PM
Award categories: Best
Ryan succeeds in breakof pop tunes by
Movie, Best Director,
ing through the armor of
Paris Hilton and
Grammy-winning Jazz pianist Bill Producer,
Original
anger and distrust Cassie
the Spice Girls.
Cunliffe reimagines Oliver Nelson’s Screenplay, and Leading
has encased herself
beloved, classic album with “Blues and Actress. Fennel won an
within; and enchanted
the Abstract Truth, Take 2.”
Oscar for Best Original
with her beauty and wry
Screenplay.
humor, he pursues a
Lead actress Carey
sweet and genuine
Mulligan breaks with her more tradition- romance with her. Cassie seems to recipal roles as she plays Cassie, a medical rocate and to her parents’ delight she
school dropout now working as a barista invites Ryan home for dinner. We hope
in a coffee shop. Cassie, just turning for a happy resolution of Cassie’s quest
thirty, still lives at home with her parents for revenge, but it doesn’t happen.
who are sympathetic with the disquiet
Fennell is not interested in writing a
and unhappiness she is experiencing drama or a rom com or any film that
over the loss of her best friend Nina, a might be predictable or might fulfill an
fellow med school student and a friend audience’s expectations. She enjoys notsince childhood. Nina has died but we ing that audiences leave the theater
never hear the exact details of her debating the ending of the movie and her
demise. Implied throughout the movie is intent in making it. To an interviewer on
that she died as the victim of a possible the night of the Academy Awards,
rape or even gang rape, and her preda- Fennel said, “I wanted to write sometors may have been fellow students.
thing that didn’t feel like medicine, that
We first see Cassie at a late-night bar would be accessible and gripping and
sitting alone and looking totally wasted. funny, even at its darkest.”
Three young men stare at her, noting
“Promising Young woman” can be
how beautiful she is and wondering seen in some theaters and is streaming
which of them will offer to take her on Amazon Prime.
home. One of them goes to her, makes a

TWO HITS: Don’t Miss it!
A HIT & A MISS: You Might Like it.
TWO MISSES: Don’t Bother.
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Fullerton
Observer
The Fullerton Observer Community
Newspaper, founded by Ralph and
Natalie Kennedy, Roy and Irene
Kobayashi, and other friends in 1978, is
staffed mainly by local volunteers who
create, publish, and distribute the paper
throughout our community.
This venture is a not-for-profit onerevenues are plowed back into maintaining and improving our independent, nonpartisan, non-sectarian community newspaper. Our purpose is to inform Fullerton
residents about the institutions and other
societal forces which most impact their
lives, so that they may be empowered to
participate in constructive ways to keep
and make these private and public entities
serve all residents in lawful, open, just,
and socially-responsible ways. Through
our extensive coverage, we seek to promote a sense of community and an appreciation for the values of diversity with
which our country is so uniquely blessed.
____________________________
10,000 issues of the Fullerton Observer
are distributed throughout Fullerton
and sent through the mail to subscribers
every two weeks except only once
in January, July & August.
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www.fullertonobserver.com
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COMMUNITY VOICES

Out of My Mind
by Jon Dobrer © 2021

Power’s Hard Choices
If you feel powerless now, just wait. and drilling are both dirty and dangerNo, I’m not talking about politics— ous. Transporting crude, whether sweet
well, not exactly. I’m looking at the kind or heavy, is costly and carries risks to
of power that heats and cools our homes, the environment. Hello, Keystone
fuels our cars and planes, and lets us pipeline. Refining oil also has a huge
turn on the lights. Without these forms environmental impact. And no, we are
of power, we’d shiver in darkness in not energy/oil independent. We ship
winter and broil on summer days. We heavy crude and import sweet (low
couldn’t go anywhere, much like this Sulphur) crude. Oil is carried by
last year but without the Internet and vir- pipelines across the nation and transtual connections to the world and each ported by tankers around the world. The
other.
tankers themselves have heavy environUnfortunately, we all want power but mental impact.
all forms of generating power have both
Even generating electricity from
monetary and environfalling water by buildmental costs—many of
ing dams has social and
which are “totally unacenvironmental costs.
ceptable” to segments of
Damming our onceour society. Yes, we
wild rivers changes our
We need a
waste power. We leave
environment. It creates
mix of sources,
the lights on when we
lakes and reservoirs and
but we also need
don’t need to. We overposes dangers of catato understand
heat our homes and
strophic flooding in
offices in winter and
case of a breach that
the costs—the
make them frosty in
floods rural lands. Both
immediate costs
summer.
We drive
the Aswan Dam in
and the deferred
when we could walk.
Egypt and the Three
costs.
We drive gas-guzzling
Gorges Dam in China
behemoths at high rates
flooded whole valleys
of speed, when we
and destroyed parts of
could reduce speed,
the valuable history and
weight, and fuel conheritage of both nations.
sumption pretty easily. But we don’t Our dams also have such costs.
want to.
Then there are the costs of electric
All of this waste of energy might be grids to transport the newly-generated
fine if the only costs were monetary, but electricity. Power lines, as we in
they’re not. There’s no single form of California know, can cause massively
generating energy/power that is even destructive fires when they fall or are
vaguely non-controversial.
blown down. Yet, we need a power grid.
I venture to say that no one wants to We’ll never transition to electric cars
live next to a coal-burning electricity- and trucks without recharging stations
generating plant. No matter the scrub- conveniently located for travelers. If we
bers built into the smokestacks, it turn off the power when it’s hot and
wouldn’t be either clean or sweet- windy because of our old grid, we
smelling. When we consider the mining counter-incentivize the transition to
of coal—the dirt, the pollution, the dan- renewable energy.
ger to the miners of cave-ins and black
Still, even the cleanest electrical enerlung—we easily see that coal is costly gy has other environmental costs. Our
on the human and environmental scale. battery storage systems are crude and
Natural gas seemed, for a time, the expensive. Worse are the rare earth minclean answer but it too has its cost in erals we need to import. Yet worse is the
extraction, transportation, and burning. disposal of old batteries. This is a probThere is also the risk and reality of acci- lem we’ll eventually solve but haven’t
dents manifesting in fires and explo- yet.
sions. I certainly don’t want to live near
Then there’s geothermal energy. The
where natural gas is extracted or burned. earth’s core is, after all, molten. And as
The problems with oil really don’t we drill into the Earth’s crust, we reach
need to be overly elucidated. Oil wells some very hot zones. Sinking pipes and
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using the Earth’s natural heat to create
steam to run turbines seems without
impact. It only seems so. The evidence
from geothermal drilling, particularly in
Switzerland, indicates that such drilling
can cause earthquakes. This would certainly be a major concern in California.
We really don’t want to further disturb
the so far relatively patient Saint
Andrew.
Solar power might appear to be a
promising solution. However, few people want to look at solar arrays covering
our deserts. They too impede the migration of wildlife and destroy important
parts of our environment. Even wind
farms with turbines and windmills are
controversial. Along the coasts, few
want to look at them. (Even the late
Senator Ted Kennedy fought against
windmills off his Hyannis Port compound.) Many environmentalists also
hold that wind turbines, as in the
Altamont Pass in Northern California,
kill birds by the millions. And just this
week stories emerged about how difficult it is to dispose of the long and heavy
blades once they have outlived their usefulness.
This leaves the most controversial
energy generating source—Nuclear
Power. A pundit on TV last weekend
held that nuclear power was “emissions
free.” This is not true. The emissions are
deferred. They are not released during
the generating of power, but the spent
fuel rods are the poisoned gift that keeps
on giving. We have no safe and reliable
way of disposing of them. We were
going to bury them in Nevada, but
Nevada resisted, and every state and
municipality fought against transporting
the rods by train or truck through their
regions. As much as I’d love to live on
the oceanfront, I wouldn’t buy, build, or
live next to San Onofre.
So, what’s the answer—all of the
above or none of the above? Clearly,
those are fatal alternatives that leave us
in the dark. We need a mix of sources,
but we also need to understand the
costs—the immediate costs and the
deferred costs. We cannot accept the
absolutist argument that all means of
power-generating are totally unacceptable. We must, all too literally, choose
our own poison(s).

Correction
In Denny Bean’s letter to the Editor
“Homeless Living in Vehicles” in the
Mid April issue, which suggested an
area where those living in RVs might
park, we erroneously printed the following line: “It is adjacent to Bastanchury
and abuts Sunny Hills High School at a
much lower level between Parks and
Euclid.” The line should read “It is adjacent to Bastanchury between Parks and
Euclid.” We regret the error.

Would you like to carry
the Fullerton Observer
Newspaper in your place
of business?
Let us know by e-mailing
contact@fullertonobserver.com
or calling 714-525-6402.
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Do Fullerton’s Parking Enforcement and
Parking Restrictions Discriminate?
Fullerton has not enforced overnight
parking and street sweeping since March
2020 when the pandemic began. Now in
April 2021, enforcement is on its way.
Let us see what happens in the coming
months.
Parking Enforcement

Indivisible 39 members Rachel Kirk, Marlene Burnett, Sally Zivits,
and Cynthia Dubose delivered 30 letters protesting Rep. Young Kim's
votes on various issues on April 8.

Re: Young Kim’s Voting Record
Gretchen Cox’s letter to The Observer
in the Mid-April issue needs some factchecking. In her attempt to rehabilitate
Rep. Young Kim’s voting record, Cox
wrote that Rep. Kim paired with a
Democrat to introduce the PPE
Extension Act of 2021, HR 1799. The
bill was actually introduced by Rep.
Carolyn Bourdeaux, a Democrat from
Georgia.
Young Kim can claim co-sponsorship
but so can 100 other House members.
The fact is there is a big difference
between being a bill sponsor and being a
co-sponsor. Rep. Kim is not listed as
“introducing” or sponsoring any of the
bills Cox cites. But even if she had, Rep.
Kim’s utter lack of support for the

George Floyd Law Enforcement Trust
and Integrity Act, her outright hostility
to legislation protecting LGBTQ students, and her NO vote on pandemic
relief for small business shows that she
toes the GOP's line. Kim’s votes against
expanding voter access and gun safety
background checks (she is endorsed by
the NRA) cannot be explained away or
excused. Cox ends her letter with an
attack on The Observer. If you are going
to castigate a newspaper for simply
printing facts you don’t happen to like,
you should at least make an effort to get
the facts straight.
Gaston Castellanos
Placentia

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FOX THEATER
I came across an article saying that the
Fox Theater was going to open in 2021,
this year. Really? Did the Fox Historic
Theater Foundation (FHTF) gather
enough resources to finally open up?
Just what is going on? This seems highly
unlikely given that we are still in the
middle of a pandemic and lack of
resources.
Many residents and I have many
doubts about the veracity concerning the
city of Fullerton, the current developer,
and the FHTF in terms of the following
logistics:
The current traffic flow of Harbor and
Chapman, which as it is seems to lack
the ingress and egress to utilize the theater. As it is now this intersection is far
too congested to accomodate traffic. It
was mentioned that an additional parking structure needs to be built. The same
pertains to Chapman Ave. at
McDonalds. The Fox Theater seems
much too big to handle this kind of
action and space that would be concomitant with the natural flow of the downtown area.

Which brings me to another concern.
When the theater closed in 1987 and
before 2004 when the city of Fullerton
was ready to demolish it, did the FHTF
and its developer do a feasibility study
to determine (1) logistics, (2) financial
costs in renovating it including the
HVAC, plumbing, (3) parking access?
Did they consult the civil engineers or
planning at the city?
What I heard was the price tag was
$20 million and counting.
I really doubt that the residents of
Fullerton will ever see its opening.
Possibly the rats and other rodents that
are inside the theater could be used for
laboratory studies in coming up with a
fourth vaccine for the COVID-19.
Perhaps what we will see is an apartment building in its place. I hope not.
Donald Trump is not interested in
investing money in it.
Good luck to you.
RLS
Fullerton

HOW TO VOICE YOUR OPINION
The Community Opinion pages provide a free forum for the community. The Observer welcomes letters on any subject of interest. Opinions
are those of the writer. We must verify your identity, but we allow initials only and town to be printed if desired, or anonymous in print if a
reasonable case can be made as to why that is necessary. Opinions sent
to us without name, address and phone number will not be printed. Due
to space issues shorter letters have a better chance of getting in. Please
add your contact information so we can verify. Thanks!
contact@fullertonobserver.com

or mail to:
Fullerton Observer,
PO Box 7051,
Fullerton CA 92834

Right now, in my neighborhood, walking back and forth to downtown
Fullerton every day, I see many
Fullerton streets with single family
homes with overnight parking by residents rampant although the streets are
not designated for 2 to 5am overnight
parking.
I also see Fullerton streets with multiunit dwellings, overnight parking by residents rampant although the streets are
not designated for 2 to 5am overnight
parking.
I will be extremely interested to see, as
Fullerton enforces overnight parking
and street sweeping, what will happen to
these cars.
Will Fullerton residents with single
family homes be ticketed?
Or will Fullerton’s Police Department
concentrate on Fullerton neighborhoods
with multi-unit dwellings and industrial
business areas (site of a significant number of RVs)?
Most of these single-family homes
have driveways but as many owners
have found, it is more convenient to
park on the street.
Most of the multi-unit dwellings do
not have enough parking spaces for their
tenants as most units were built in the
50s, 60s and 70s when one car per family was enough.
Note: Fullerton’s City Council is complicit in not requiring enough parking
for residents of new or existing multiunit dwellings.
For example, AmpliFi, approved
around 2018, a new development on
Commonwealth near Euclid, was

allowed by the developers to be built
without sufficient parking for its residents although the units are one, two,
and three bedrooms.
Parking Restrictions
Did you know that 2 to 5am overnight
parking on a street must be approved by
the majority of residents (usually singlefamily homeowners) on both sides of the
street?
Of course, many of these residents are
going to agree. They love to park their
cars on the street as it saves them having
to juggle multiple cars in their driveways if family members have more cars
than the driveway can hold.
However, in Fullerton in many residential areas with multi-unit dwellings,
these areas oftentimes bump up against
an industrial business area.
These industrial businesses must give
their consent for 2 to 5am overnight
parking adjacent to their businesses.
These businesses have their own parking lots and do not utilize street parking.
At least in my neighborhood, desperate for more 2 to 5am overnight parking,
the business has said NO repeatedly.
So we are stymied and held hostage in
our neighborhood as it relates to 2 to
5am overnight parking by ONE business
and the City of Fullerton.
Why is one business and the City of
Fullerton allowing such a one-sided say
in OUR parking situation? To my
knowledge, the street and curb are public property.
Fullerton’s single-family homeowners
can easily get 2 to 5am overnight parking but not Fullerton’s multi-unit
dwelling residents.
So, in practice, Fullerton discriminates
as it relates to parking enforcement and
parking restrictions in favor of its singlefamily home residents over its multiunit dwelling residents.
Susan Petrella
Fullerton
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Justice for Hector Continued from page 4
“The Officer’s actions, as they relate
to policy, are also being reviewed by our
Internal Affairs Unit. We withhold
judgement and do not draw any conclusions until all facts are known and the
investigations are complete,” Phu said.
Ameena Qazi, a Fullerton resident,
said that accountability has been lacking
because the police have not released all
the video footage, the witness statements, nor the autopsy report.
“The more I learn about what happened, the more appalled I am at the
lack of accountability, the lack of
response, and the lack of information
that we have been getting as a community, despite multiple demands for information,” Qazi said.
When asked how he responds to
claims that the department is not being
transparent about the incident, Cpl. Phu
said, “Continuing with our transparency
protocol with this incident, we released
relevant body-worn camera footage, dispatch recordings, and photos. We also
issued a press release as well as maintained correspondence with media outlets…to answer any questions we can
without compromising the integrity of
the investigation and infringing upon
any privacy laws. Due to ongoing civil
litigation, we cannot comment any further other than what is included in the
Community Critical Incident Debrief.”
Fullerton police maintain that they
have released all relevant body camera
video and audio from the scene.
Activists and the family’s lawyer argue
that State law requires FPD to release all
unedited video and audio from the body
cameras of all officers on the scene, not
just those found in the video released by
FPD.
“The Right to Know Act” (SB1421)
took effect on January 1, 2019. This law

requires the release of police records—
including audio and video—related to
incidents where an officer has fired a
gun, committed a sexual assault, or has
engaged in dishonest investigation.
Anaheim resident Vern Nelson said,
“Nothing can bring Hector Hernandez
back to life, back to his family. All we’re
asking for is a little justice for Hector, a
little justice and reform to make it less
likely that another Fullerton resident
will be killed unnecessarily by the people who are paid and sworn to protect
and serve them.”
Nelson criticized the department’s
lack of transparency over the killing,
pointing out that Fullerton’s current
Chief Bob Dunn had been the Public
Information Officer during a number of
high profile police killings in Anaheim.
“He could always spin a yarn about how
dangerous and evil the victim was and
how heroic it was of the cop to kill
them,” Nelson said. “That’s really what
you expect from a police spokesman, or
any corporate spokesman—not the truth,
but whatever spin looks good in the
moment. But I think Fullerton should
demand better from a chief.”
Nelson also pointed out that the
majority of councilmembers had
received campaign contributions from
the local police union. “But that shouldn’t mean you’re afraid to vote for
accountability,” he said.
Erica Cervantes, a law student and
Fullerton resident, noted that Hernandez
was killed just two days after the murder
of George Floyd in Minneapolis, and
that on the day she was speaking (April
20), a jury had just handed down a
“guilty” verdict to Derek Chauvin, the
police officer who murdered Floyd.
“George Floyd. Daunte Wright. Adam
Toledo. These are only a few of the

Family and friends of Hernandez spoke at the April 20 City Council meeting.
PHOTO BY GASTON CASTELLANOS

countless black and brown victims who
have been murdered at the hands of the
police,” Cervantes said. “The city of
Fullerton and the Fullerton Police
Department might not think they have
similar issues, but with the murder of
Hector Hernandez, that is certainly not
the case, and we cannot turn a blind eye
to it.”
Fullerton resident and public school
teacher Mike Rodriguez said, “Next
month will be the one-year anniversary
of Hector’s murder at the hands of officer Jonathan Ferrell of the Fullerton
Police Department. Hector should still
be here today, and Ferrell should be off
the streets. Hector’s sons will never feel
his embrace again, and that breaks my
heart being a father myself. Executions
at the hands of the police have been happening all over the country for too long,
and Fullerton is no exception.”
Forty-seven percent of the City’s general fund goes to the police department
and the City should “redirect funds
away from Fullerton Police Department
to other programs that take proactive
steps to prevent crime,” Rodriguez said.
He demanded that the City set up an
independent task force made up of residents to research and analyze the police
budget “to find out how we can divert
police funds to places that we need it
most—housing, mental health, youth
programming, unarmed emergency
response teams that can de-escalate situations, not like they escalated them the
night that Hector was murdered. I have
faith that we can all do this together, so
let’s work on it,” Rodriguez said.
Anaheim resident Donna Acevedo
Nelson, whose son Joel Acevedo was
killed by Anaheim police in 2012
appeared with her grandson, Joel’s son.
“Please fire officer Ferrell for the murder of Hector Hernandez,” Acevedo
said.

Jennifer Rojas, senior policy advocate
and organizer with American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) of Southern
California, said, “The ACLU of
Southern California stands in solidarity
with Hector Hernandez’s family and
community in calling for justice and
accountability.”
Rojas pointed out that under
California State Assembly Bill 392,
which took effect in January 2020,
police can use deadly force only when
necessary and in defense of human life.
“According to the records released by
the City, the FPD’s killing of Hector
Hernandez does not meet this legal standard,” Rojas said. “Hector was lying
down, was being attacked by a police
dog at the time he was shot and killed by
the officer. From the video it is incredibly hard to see any reason why the officer rushed towards him rather than
remaining at a safe distance, or why he
could not have just stepped back. It’s
incredibly hard to see why this violent
killing was necessary in defense of
human life.”
Rojas also criticized the fact that the
Fullerton Police Department contracts
with the for-profit company Lexipol,
which writes and sells policing policy to
police departments across California
and opposed changing the use of force
standard in California.
After public comments, Mayor Bruce
Whitaker did not comment directly on
the Hernandez case, but said, “Often
because of legal issues—laws in the
state of California and litigation, we’re
left in a position of not really being able
to respond or have the normal dialogue
that you might have…It doesn’t mean
that we don’t feel very strongly about
those losses and the hurt that people are
experiencing. I do believe that we all, as
human beings, want to solve these problems.”

COVID-19 Deaths as of May 1
Global: 3,202,221
United States: 590,498
California: 61,767
Orange County: 4,965
Fullerton: 297
Obituaries of up to 185 words and one photo are free to
Fullerton residents. For more information call (714) 525-6402
or email contact@fullertonbbserver.com.
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Bob Johnson, Orange County
Civil Rights Pioneer, Dies at 88
Bob Johnson, former head of the Fair
Housing Council of Orange County and
a scholar on Black history in Orange
County, passed away April 18 at age 88.
Johnson edited the book A Different
Shade of Orange: Voices of Orange
County, California, Black Pioneers
which contains collected testimonials
from Cal State Fullerton’s Center for
Oral and Public History and was the first
tome of its kind.
He was a longtime board member of
the Fair Housing Council of OC and a
founder of the Orange County
Community Housing Corporation,
which builds apartments and homes for
low-income people.

He was working on a full history of
Black Orange County, from its first
Black resident (an Anaheim barber
named Drew) to the activists of today.
“Bob and my dad were these two
white, middle-class engineers. They didn’t really have to do anything to live a
long comfortable life. But they put
themselves on the line at a time when it
wasn’t popular. He was a hero,” Rusty
Kennedy told the LA Times. Rusty is the
former head of the Orange County
Human Relations Commission and his
father Ralph Kennedy fought alongside
Johnson for decades. Ralph was also the
founding editor of the Fullerton
Observer.

PUZZLE MASTER
Valerie Brickey
was born in
Fullerton and
returned to raise
her family here.
She has been
contributing
puzzles since 2014.

Short-Term Rentals
continued from page 2
Lupe supported the amendment
because she wanted her grandchildren to
be able to grow up with neighbors they
could trust, not strangers coming in and
out of homes on her street.
Several other people spoke before
Council during the public hearing,
including local homeowner Tanya
McCrory, who said that she and her husband rented out their home for two years
and hadn’t experienced a single problem. She was concerned that lobbyists
from Anaheim were present that night to
influence the Council’s decision. Austin
Lynch of UNITE HERE objected, saying that union members who live in
Fullerton should not be called “outsiders.”
An organizer and clergyman named
Adam Overton said that unrestricted
STRs had led to the “hollowing out and
erosion of communities” across the
country during a housing crisis.
CEQA attorney Jordan Sisson, representing UNITE HERE, said that STRs
were clearly not residential, and that
courts have upheld total bans of the
practice.
Councilmember Fred Jung referred to
STRs as a “product of our obsession
with convenience and social media,”
and “a short-sighted approach to property rights.”
“They’ve eroded our sense of community and our identity as a city,” Jung
said. Following his comments, he
moved to approve the amendment, and
was immediately seconded by
Councilmember Jesus Silva.
Mayor Pro Tem Nick Dunlap disagreed, saying that he considered the
existing ordinance that restricts the total
number of STRs to just 325 out of
Fullerton’s approximately 40,000 housing units a reasonable one. He called
UNITE HERE’s threatened lawsuit a
“strong-arm tactic,” and a “shakedown,”
stating that the union has had the opportunity to shape the policy around STRs
in the City for the past five years.
Union members and other individuals
had spoken before the Council on sever-

al occasions in the past, and to the
Planning Commission on March 31, frequently casting STRs as a threat to their
livelihoods, particularly this past year
when many workers had hours reduced
because of pandemic-related travel
restrictions. UNITE HERE’s opposition
is seen as an effort to prevent competition to hotels and motels in the Anaheim
Resort area where many of the union’s
members work. “The unions are there to
advocate for working families, just like
big businesses have their lobbyists that
are
advocating
for
them,”
Councilmember Ahmad Zahra said.
According to Zahra, a lot of the union’s
members live in south Fullerton in the
district he represents on the Council,
over 100 in the City overall. “I believe
they deserve a decent and dignified living,” he said.
Some public speakers, including a
representative from LAANE, The Los
Angeles Alliance for a New Economy,
said that allowing short-term rentals was
inappropriate in a time of housing shortages, an argument picked up by Zahra,
who was the only member of the
Council to point out that the owners of
STRs were not necessarily Fullerton
residents who might want to rent out
their home for extra income, but rather
outside corporate entities forming to
buy housing stock to use as STR investments. He preferred to see such investments in hotels, he said.
Mayor Whitaker countered that low
numbers of STRs allowed was not
enough to impact property values, and
that homeowners deserved to realize the
highest and best uses of their properties,
which would be impeded by amending
the ordinance to ban whole house
rentals.
The Council eventually voted 3 to 2 to
adopt the amendment, with Whitaker
and Dunlap dissenting. Owners of existing STRs will have one year from the
date of the adoption of the ordinance to
either convert their listings to homesharing or cease to operate altogether.

Jennifer Lutz dances with Libby Christensen (seated). Photo by Peggy O'Donnell

DIXIELAND JAZZ FROM DISNEYLAND
ENTERTAINS AT PARK VISTA
What a way to celebrate. A FAT Tuesday Bourbon Street party was held April 8 at
Park Vista Health Center in Fullerton, celebrating not only where 99% of the folks
have been vaccinated but phasing in social distancing dining and other activities for
the folks who reside there. And to top things off, one of their residents, Clara Verdi,
was going home after staying there recovering. To send her off were a few musicians
from Disneyland - her sons Rob and Vince jr. played the best in Dixieland Jazz for
the party, along with decorations, powdery beignets, and all the trimmings to make
the party one to remember.

For the latest COVID-19 information, visit
www.ochealthinfo.com or call (714) 834-2000
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COMMUNITY MEMBERS VOLUNTEER AT THE
MUCKENTHALER CULTURAL CENTER
TO CELEBRATE EARTH DAY
by Grace Widyatmadja
Earth Day was celebrated globally on
April 22 and it was no different for volunteers at the Muckenthaler Cultural
Center. Marsha Judd, who is also a professor at California State University,
Fullerton, organized this event to bring
together the community for a workday.
Volunteers were spread out across the
8.5 acre property and helped with plant
weeding, garden dressing, and plant
installation.
“2020 was a tough year for us in
another way,” Farrell Hirsch, CEO of
the Muckenthaler, said. “The City doesn’t pay us any money. Even though this
is City land, we have to take care of it so
in 2020 with no income coming in, we
had to make some choices about our
landscapers. This is the year we build it
back up. 2021 is about building it back
up and fixing it.”
The center has been working on plans

for the property that will unfold in the
coming years. One plan is what they call
their Sunset Garden on the outer lawn of
the property and another is a garden
guild to get the community consistently
involved.
“It’s a learning curve right now for the
grounds,” President of the Muckenthaler
Board, Chris Barnhill, said. “Getting
people on board, getting people’s skillsets up, learning how to take care of turf,
learning what it takes to put in a new
garden, and it’s a lot of fun. We’re having a really great time doing it.”
For many of the volunteers, this was
their first outing in over a year due to the
pandemic.
“Everybody is saying the same thing.
‘I’m so excited to be out.’ ‘I’m so excited to be outside.’ ‘I’m so happy to be
talking to people,’” Judd said. “We’re
doing it specifically for Earth Day
because you know, obviously it’s really
special to celebrate the outdoors but also

Volunteer Christine Tokugawa working in the Muckenthaler’s rose garden.
The garden has been kept alive as a tribute to Adella’s Mucklenthaler’s legacy.
community love.”
There has been enthusiasm from
young people in the community to get
involved. Judd was able to recruit some
of her students from CSUF to come out
and volunteer and there has been interest
from high school horticultural programs

who also want to take part.
“We are part of the community,”
Hirsch said. “Everything we do, we do
for the community and this is a chance
for the community to actually get
involved and quite literally get their
hands dirty.”

Left:
Quirk-Silva
speaks at the
Hunt Branch
Visioning,
while Rick
Stein of Arts
OC looks on.
Right:
One of six
posters compiling community
members’ ideas
for the Hunt.

Public Shares Ideas for Future of
Hunt Library by Lance Langdon
Forty-three community members
gathered at the shuttered Hunt Library
on Sunday, April 18 to tour the facility
and share their vision for its next 50
years.
Thanks to a $2.5 million grant secured
in part through the efforts of State
assemblywoman Sharon Quirk-Silva,
the Hunt Branch will be undergoing renovations starting this fall, with plans to
reopen to the public as early as spring of

2022 (though probably not in time to
allow a 2022 Easter egg “hunt at the
Hunt,” as suggested by one attendee).
The bones of the Hunt Branch Library,
an elegant midcentury structure
designed by famed architect William
Pereira, will remain the same. However,
the City, under the leadership of Derek
Wieske, acting City Engineer, is working with John Loomis of Thirtieth Street
Architects to, as Loomis put it, “reno-

vate the shell of the building.” That renovation will include moving the restrooms to allow compliance with current
ADA standards, but no other structural
changes. The goal is to repair, not
replace; plans include repairs to the roof,
upgrades for fire safety, electrical work,
upgraded heating and air conditioning,
and new paint and flooring, according to
Loomis.
Just how to use this upgraded library
space, including a grand main room
graced with natural light from surrounding clerestory windows, was the question of the afternoon. As Loomis put it,
the Hunt’s open floorplan means that
“You couldn’t have a building to accommodate a wider variety of uses.”
Seated in the shade of Pereira’s ample
front overhang, relieved by an intermittent breeze, and undeterred by the
freight trains rumbling down the tracks
behind the library and the dogs howling
in the dog park out front, those 43 atten-

dees offered in 45 minutes what felt like
43 different ways to use the renovated
Hunt—open a café, plant a community
garden, hold book clubs, or animation
seminars, or acting, or yoga, or tai chi,
or parenting classes. The local arts nonprofit that facilitated this visioning session, Arts OC, employed two scribes
who struggled to keep up with this fire
hose of creative thought.
Sharon-Quirk Silva had prefaced the
discussion by asking that people “make
sure that there is a literacy aspect” to
whatever uses the library is put to, and
many of those gathered echoed that sentiment. But it remains to be seen which
of the many literacy options the library
might pursue, let alone what other
events it might host or sponsor.
Perhaps some answers will emerge at
the next community visioning session,
an English/Spanish bilingual event that
will be held in May at a date and time
yet to be announced.

